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do M'llll' ll.lW'lui", ll.T.IUM- lie's .1 \'l\ HI

qiiisittvr in. hi among other things ,nid he

wants to write. 1 do know dial lh will write,

I'm Miiv. So ih. 11 I would guess he'll say

pretty much what his own ideas arc in sonic

form or anothn But I wouldn't presume lo

say whether he'll find .1 home; I think it

depends on how he finds the people that arc

going to be around him. It's jut too early

to tell what he's going to tr\ to do. He

doesn't have .1 great deal ol latitude, obvious-

ly. We said the last time we talked he has to

stay in countries which arc not going to be

pressured into sending him back to the

I nited States, at least until the climate in

United States changed. Although Tim again

... as I say, 1 think in the back of his mind

he may feel that five 01 ten years from now

maybe he'll be able to come home and I'm

sun- Eldridge feels that five or ten years

from now . . .

Gerry: Right. There's always that hope and

possibility but up to that point I guess he

will be confined to the socialist block. Gen-

erally the ideologies of socialist countries

have not exa< tly in mind what he's been

talking and teaching about for the past sev-

eral years. Now it will be interesting to see

how both elements make it with one another.

I suppose he could go to some neutral place

like Switzerland . . .

Rhine: 1 think he'll try to visit some. Rut to

s.-t up a residence and to feci secure in his

own residence I think he'll have to stay with

the socialist or communist bloc countries lie-

cause it is only there th it he can feel that

there's enough strength to withstand what-

ever American pressure there is in term- ol

aid or anything else. Unless he can get a

final commitment from some government like

Switzerland. When I say lie's not a socialist

or anything like that right now I think th

true foi his present state but I'd be careful

to look at the problem two years from now

because it he finds real warm response and

understanding whether or not they agree

officially with his position on drugs it they

will let him lead his own kind of life. . . .

You know, one of the things that really got

io I mi ami Ko .111.11 \ both o\ .1 the '•' " s is

uli.it I said I" fore aboul theii family thing

u |i. 1. ib. y're alway ' lling hai a* ..I. the

I |)| ,|u.,\ \ 1 iting, ib' phoni s always tappi d

this M.it ..I thing After ;i while, there were

s when tin \ would ha\ v said il they

would just leave us alnne lo let us do oui

thing, whatever we want lo do lo ourselves

.ni.l among nurselvc " There w< re tunes

when u wouldn't have been so important to

I mm lo proselytize lo anyone. I think in a

sense thai il the government and tin official

groups ol those . ountries w ill |iist leave him

alone so thai he .an write, maybi he'll do

whatever proselytizing he wants to do just

in bis writing. ( >i something like that I don't

think he feels he m eds to have a government

or society embrace him .iud all bis ideas 01

make them the official ideas ol any society or

government.

Gerry: In other words it becomes like a self-

fulfilling prophecy, that the government

makes him into the destructive force that

they claim he is.

Rhine: That's correct. And I think that if a

socialist government leaves him alone some-

where and lets him do the things that he

feels that he lias to do in bis life, and they

are not violent anti-social things, the] I tbink

that be could end up becoming an advocate

of socialism as he sees it in that situation be-

cause they were responsive to those kinds ol

needs within him.

Gerry: That's why I expect it will be fasci-

nating to see what develops because socialist

countries usually don't leave individuals

alone.

Rhine: That hasn't been their history so far.

Gerry: The pressures toward conformity are

much greater there than anywhere as far as

we can. . . .

Rhine: Especially underdeveloped countries,

Gerry: You know, if he could be a lone lor

somehow loosening up these countries, I

think that would be also an interesting de-

velopment.

Rhine: Algeria's probably a little different than

the traditional communist block countries.

I'm not familiar enough with Algeria to

know but certainly I'd say that they don't

traditionally fall into the bard line commu-

nist position.

Gerry: No. no, I tbink that their development

is unique in itself and . . . but be will be

traveling in other areas and it will be inter-

esting to see what kinds ol impressions and

reactions he gets from them. Thank you very
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Mchael Green

THE RADICALIZATION OF
TIMOTHY LEARY

Timothy Leary's dead

No, no, he's outside

Looking in

—Moody Blues, 1965

In 1960, while still at Harvard, Timothy

Lea 17 administered psilocybin to prisoners at

Massachusetts Correctional Institution, Con-

cord. Ten years later, many of the former in-

mates participating in Leary's rehabilitative pro-

gram iiave remained out of prison. It is most

ironic that Leary's advocacy and use of psyche-

delic^ resulted in his own arrest and imprison-

ment while helping others to stay out of prison

—a surrealistic tragi-comedy cxi hange program.

It says in the Upanishads that what is within

is also without and what is without is also with-

in. To see a difference between what is within

and what is without dooms one to eternal dark-

ness. Encapsulated Selves, imprisoned bodies. Is

there any difference? We create our own private

walls and live in prisons d< vised by centuries ol

human ingenuity. Security, defense, protection

triggered by instincts archaic but nol quite ob-

solete. We are both within and without the

Cheat Wall. Alone together a patient spirit

still burdened with presumptuous egos and

clums\ bodies. My body, not yet loves body.

Like ahno 1 all men in all times. Lear) chose

to free the ego-body from external oppression

rather than nurture in isolation the free spirit

within. Is this a real dilemma? Is cm prerequi-

site to the other' The answer is yes for those

who are not yet lulls conscious, namely, nil "I

1.- or almost all ol us. 'I he exceptions are the

saints and ascetics. Timothy Lcai) is ncithei a

St. Paul not 1 Charles Manson. Perhaps we

should be grateful. Manson was told once in

prison, ' You ain't rievi 1 going to get out ol

here." Manson replied, "Out ol where, man?"

I got so I ;i< tu.ill\ l(c eel olitaiy I lial

w.is supposi (1 to l»- punishment. I lovi d

it. I IiiL',,111 tO In'. 11 music ilisidl In'

In-, kI. I had 1 ( iik ( 1 ts inside my (ill

V\ In 11 tin time i aim foi my 1
1 lease, I

didn't want to sro.

Charles Manson
Rolling Stan,

June '.'
r

., 10/1)

Neither saint nor ascetic. Leary is a "high

priest," the Fool in the Tarot deck, with his

head in the clouds and his feet on the ground,

believer in the cosmic giggle. Timothy Leary is

still one of us. Many of his lovers and critics

reacted to his escape with a sense of relief or

triumph. He's still one of us. To others, his re-

cent actions were disappointing, rcgretable. Why
doesn't he suffer for our sins, and, and, STOP
GRINNING!

Like the Baiclos of the Tibetan Book of the

Dead, the sections which follow are presented

in c hronological order as they appeared or were

obtained. This order is the reverse of the Bardos

for reasons which should become apparent. Part

I (Sidpa or Third Bardo) consists of two sec-

tions, both written by Leary himself. The first

section (The Eagle 1 Brief) is Leary's final ap-

peal to the Supreme Court composed in free

verse and released shortl) before his escape from

the San Luis Obispo Detention Center. The
second section (Farewell Address) is an open

letter released shortly alter his escape and pub-

lished in various newspapers.

Part II (Chonyid or Second Bardo) consists

of a transcribed interview with Joseph Rhine,

one of bean'' senior attorneys, conducted by-

Gerald Pearlman of the Psychedelic Review.

Mi Rhine confined with Leary the day prior

to his escape. The interview was obtained two

weeks after the prison escape and deals mostly

with Leary's personal and socio-political motives

as well as his legal status.

Part IN {('.hikh.ai or Third Bardo) is the ver-

batim transcribed response ol Baba Ram Dass

1 l\uh. ml Alpetl) to questions concerning

Leary's recent actions in the light of his pre-

vious pre iles , ( (I commitments. In contrast to Mr.

Rhine, Ram 1 'ass views Leary's i urrent ventures

mote Ironi the perspective ol a spiritually-

evolving being. I he main portion ol the inter-

view loi uses on Ram |).is^ himself- his present

involvements and views. This portion ol the

interview will appear in the next issue of Psy-

• hed, lit Revu w. ,, ,hobi it Mo car

|)9
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THIRD BARDO:

THE PERIOD OF RE-ENTRY

1.

From the memorandum of tin Appellant

Timothy Leary to tin Supreme Court of the

United States:

Rosemary and I arc American Eagles.

Totem animals of this land.

Wild. Fnc. High. Proud. Laughing.

Our children, Susan and John, arc

eaglets.

lien c. stubborn w ild birds.

We arc in prison because we arc American

Eagles.

We arc not free because ue have become
symbols of freedom.

The) have gone and passed laws against

eagles.

They have hunted us to the ground.

Rashly, wickedly, and in violation of our

national law

Because we flew high above the cities and
the valleys.

And the mountain peaks.

Be. ause we laughed and cried

FREEEEEEEEEEEEEEDOM!
Re, ause the beat ol our wings s.mr;

FRE E E E E E F. E E E E E EEDOM

!

America cannot pass laws against eagles.

Bet ause the Eagle ij America.

Life, liberty, and the soaring flight of joy.

HE HAS PREACHED IT THE LENG1 II

AND BREADTH OF THE LAM) AND I

AM INC

III. \vc

I II! I <

VOI K
( 1 1 A N
LONG!

I HE T
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ainst eagles,
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flight ol joy.

UK LENGTH
\ND AND I

AM INCLINED TO THE VIEW THAT
HE WOULD POSE A DANGER TO
THE COMMUNITY IF RELEASED*
YOU FORGOT, FOOLS, THAT TIMES
CHANGE. THE EAGLE IS NO
LONGER OUR TRIBAL SYMBOL.
THE TURKEY IS THE NATIONAL
BIRD. LOOK AROUND YOU, FOOLS,
THERE ARE NO EAGLES LEFT IN
THE SKY. THE WILD BIRDS HAVE
VANISHED.
But all our friends arc eagles, hawks,

thrushes, larks. We know none but wild

birds.

ALL THE EAGLES HAVE BEEN
SLAIN, WOUNDED. CAGED. OR ARE
IN HIDING. THE SONG BIRDS WISE-
LY ARE CONCEALED. MAN. BE
COOL. DON'T FLY WHERE THEY
CAN SEE YOU. DON'T SCREAM
FREEDOM. THEY HAVE SWORN TO
FELL YOU.

Oh we cannot change.

It is the nature of the eagle to float high,

soar serenely, swoop

over the valley at sunset, living symbol of

freedom.

If we eagles do not llv high and be free,

who will?

This is the danger. Oh judges. That the

wild birds will be forgotten.

They will forget that the eagle is out totem.

They will forget. They will forget.

It has happened before.

We arc caged now because we were so

free. Remember, America, we were

your free-cst souls.

Your wisest, funniest, beautiful laughing

souls.

We never brought you down.

Have you forgotten how we Hew over youi

green city parks and your

college lawn? Celebrating love and peace

and freedom?

Do you remember the excitement?

And how the young thronged eagerly and

the < urious and even the domesticated

to spread wings and flv with us and ie-

joice in the freedom

?

Do you remember how you thiilled to

sound of our wings and cheered and

laughed to be in the presence ol high

wild birds and thus regained your wings?

That was before- they drove us away

with guns.

Before the time ol guns.

THAT WAS THE PROBLEM. THE
YOUNG. YOU SHOULD HAVE
STAYED HIDDEN ON YOUR MOUN-
TAIN TOPS YOU CREATED ANAR-
CHY IN THE HEN COOPS AND
CONFUSION IN THE TURKEY
runs. fUDGE McMillan was
RIGHT. YOU ARE IRRESPONSIBLE,
PLEASURE SEEKERS. ALL THE
YOUNG BIRDS STARTED TO FLY.

IT WAS DISASTER. THEY SMASHED
THEIR WINGS AGAINST THE BARS.
YOUNG CHICKENS BEAT THEIR
WINGS FUTILELY AND WEPT. A
FEW, A VERY FEW, FELL FROM
ROOF TOPS. MANY FLEW SO FAR
THEY NEVER RETURNED TO THE
HEN COOPS. MILLIONS WERE LOST
TO SOCIETY. THOUSANDS WERE
BRUISED AND CONFUSED. THE OR-
DERLY PROCESS OF DOMESTI-
CATION WAS DISRUPTED. THE
YOUNG COULD NO LONGER BE
TRAINED TO FLAP AND WADDLE
ALONG THE ZOO WAYS. IT IS

CRIMINAL IRRESPONSIBILITY TO
TELL YOUNG BIRDS TO BECOME
E A G L E S. Y O U R S CHOLAR LY
FRIENDS GRANTED THAT IT WAS
ALL RIGHT FOR YOU TO BE
EAGLES. BUT NOT TO FLY FREE-
DOM IN PUBLIC. WE ARE NOT
REALLY AGAINST EAGLES. YOU
ARE RARE BIRDS AND WE WISH
YOU TO SURVIVE.

Oh no, beloved. We never told the voting

to be eagles. We said, be free. Discover

your wild, deep nature and be true to it.

Do \ our own thing.

BUT YOU MADE FUN OF DOMES-
TICATED BIRDS. THE CHICKENS
WERE ASHAMED AND THE ANGRY
TURK FA'S HAVE NO SENSE OF
HUMOR.
Yes, we joked at the spectacle ol wild

creatun\s pretending to be domesticated.

We laughed, telling them it is the nature

ol the wild bird to laugh and fly free.

AND THAT WAS YOUR MISTAKE.
WE WARNED YOU. EVERYONE
WARNED YOU. TUT. DAYS OF FREE
FLIGHT ARE OYER. ILLEGAL WILD
BIRDS ARE VANISHING. POULTRY.
POULTRY. POULTRY. HIE I,ARKS
HAVE DISAPPEARED AND THE
SWALLOWS BILLIONS OF CHICK-
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Wc are i aged bc< au>< vvc arc I rcc,

Wc .in- caged bc< uise vvc arc All American

Eagles.

Symbols ol w hat ma) vanish.

Free flight high proud.

W HA I A WAS IT.' \\ II II YOUR EN-

ERGY AN I) P( )W ER YOU coll. I)

HAVE BECOME rOP rURKEY DONE
SO MUCH FOR SOCIETY. YOU
SHOULD HAVE FLOW N AW \.Y

FROM THIS POULTRY LAND
WHERE EAGLES ARK HUN III)

FLOWN TO LANDS WHERE WILD
CREATURES LIVE FREE.

How could we flv away? We arc American

eagles. Soul spirits of this broad land

If we flew away to nest on distant peaks,

Who would remind you, beloved?

You would forget that this is the land of

the eagle.

This is our land. The proud, free, brave,

laughing land.

Oh you forget.

We arc caged. Rosemary, Susan, Jack,

Timothy.

Because we were free.

Rosemary sighs waiting for flight.

Susan weeps that she is surrounded by

metal.

Proud Jack kept repeating ovei and over,

Why don't they just leave us alone? He
was arrested fourteen times for the proud

look he could not hide.

Wild creatures cannot live caged.

Eagles must fly high and cry

FREEEEEEEEEEEEEDOM
To the winds at sunrise.

Be patient. Soon you will be freed.

It is s.id and painful to be caged.

You cannot imagine the captive pain of

eagle.

We cannot fly now. Wc smash our wines

against the bars.

( ged, wc cannot cr\ 1 REEEEEEEDOM
for it maddens the poultry.

We sit in captivity recalling the wondrous

histoi v ol our spc< H'.s

The wild limes at Slonehenge, Eleusis,

along tin- ' !«*t . inov me we i ;u ros the

pi, niics with the hull. il<> exulting in free

.

I

,.,, , .mil linn v, 111 ii ,.\. ill ( loud I dar-

kened the blue skv and iong< ol wild

s lilled the air.

W e will not forget who w arc.

Amerii in eagles.

\\
i

mil i keep in flight < ondition

Exen i
in" grounded.

StreU h tensing out wings

Hearing the wild < ry, mute, straining in our

throats.

It is so easy to forget

Captives bei omes domestii ated

We salivate at feeding time, hearing the

(lank of metal spoon on metal tray

But when the cage doors open and we fly

away

Then the clink of metal will he reflex sign

ol danger

No, we will not forget who we are.

Our wild souls still beat

Our muscles strain in the bonds

When tides of ancient energy surge within

We tremble

We sit trembling in our cages

We sweat, trembling

It is hard for proud wild to be captive

We will not forget who we are

We pray that you, beloved, do not forget

who you arc.

EVEN YOUR PEACOCK FRIENDS
WHO LOVE YOU SAY THAT YOU
ARE FOOLISH

Oh beloved, wc never told you it was easy

to he a wild bird in poultry time.

We warned of the dangers.

( treat < Jod, look up.

You don't need a government commission

to tell you that it is dangerous to fly too

high or too early before you have tested

your wings.

You know that in your bones.

Everyone knows where it is at

Wi w.uned you that the heights were

dizzying.

We never told you it was secure and safe

to be a wild one.

We told you, beloved, that you could fly so

fat you'd lose your way back to the hen

coop.

That there were no warm, air-conditioned

bird cotes for the wild ones

I ', i vo

lie hi)

Out
you how
I (idn't \

foi VOi

Soon we

I )o you

I )u you i

wit hoi

II we d

and d

Wild <rc

Open th
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IK high

Let us f!

1 lv

I mi don

I he till)

W e i am
Freedon

You must I

Take wha

You think

But what.

YOU hetti

If
I or so in;

Silently i

Leaving i

Sav more

Quietlv ti

Stepping

i The folio
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truck
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That you would have to build your own
nests, high and far away.

Our slim tipis on the mountain side showed

you how.

Didn't you see the pictures of us laughing

for you in front of our tipis?

Eagles cannot live in captivity

Soon we will die if we arc not freed.

Do you want us dead?

Do you not know that America cannot live

without eagles?

If we die, you, beloved, will waste away
and die too.

Wild creatures of God cannot live in cages.

Open the gates of metal

Freedom. Freedom. Freedom.

Fly high. Freedom.

Let us fly as is our nature. Freedom.

Fly laughing in the image of God.

Freedom.

The time has come.

\\ e cannot wait.

Freedom.

2.

You must leave now
Take what you need

You think will last

But whatever you wish to keep

You better grab it fast.

—Bob Dylan

(He's) leaving home alter living alone

For so many years. Bye Bye.

Silently closing (his) bedroom door

Leaving the note (he) hoped would

Say more
Quietly turning the backdoor kev

Stepping outside (he) is I roe. . . .

The Beatles

(The following \lalement was written in the POW camp

and camed ore/ the wall (in /nil sighl oj two gun

trucks). I offer loving gratitude to my Sisters rind

Brothers in the Weatherman Underground who designed

and executed my liberation. Hosrmary and I are now

with the Underground and we'll continue to slay high

and wage I lie revolutionary war.)

There is the time for peace and the lime for war.

There is the day ol laughing Krishna and the

day of Grim Shiva.

Brothers and Sisters, at this time lei us have no

more talk ol peace.

The conflict \\hnh we have sought lo avoid i>

upon us. A world-wide ecological religious

warfare. Life vs. death.

Listen. It is a comfortable, self-indulgent cop-out

to look for conventional economic-political

solutions.

Brothers and Sisters, this is a war for survival.

Ask Huey and Angela. They dig it.

Ask the wild Tree animals. They know it

Ask the turned-on ccologists. They sadly admit it.

I declare that World War III is now being waged

by short-haired robots whose deliberate aim is

to destroy the complex web ol free wild life by

the imposition of mechanical order.

Listen. There is no choice left but to defend life

by all and every means possible against the

gcnocidal machine.

Listen. There are no neutrals in genetic war.

I here are no non-combatants at Buchenwald,

My Lai or Solcdad.

You are part of the death apparatus 01 you

belong lo the network ol free lite.

Do not be deceived. It is a classic stratcgem of

genocide to camoflagc their wars as law and

order police actions.

Remember the Sioux and the German Jews and

the black slaves and the marijuana programs

and the pious TWA indignation over airline

hijackings!

If you fail to see that we are the victims—de-

fendants ol gcnocidal war. you will not under-

stand the rage of the blacks, the fierceness of

the browns, the holy fanaticism of the Palestin-

ians, the righteous mania of the Weathermen,
and the pervasive resentment of the young.

Listen. Americans. Your government is an in-

strument of total lethal evil.

Remember the buffalo and the Iroquois!

Remember Kennedy, King. Malcolm, Lenny!
Listen. There is no compromise with a machine.

You cannot talk peace and love to a humanoid
robot whose every Federal Bureaucratic im-

pulse is soulless, heartless, lifeless, loveless.

In his file struggle we use the ancient holy strate-

gies ol organic file:

I ) Resist lovingh in the Ioyalt) ol underground

sisterhoods and brotherhoods.

2) Resist passively, break lock-step . . . drop out.

\\) Resist actively, sabotage, jam the computer

. . . hijack planes . . . tiasfi everv lethal ina-

i hine in the land.

I) Resist publically, announce file . . denounce

death

"i ) Resist privately, guerilla invisibility.

(>) Resist heautifullv, create organii art, tiiusii

7) Resist biologically, ho healths emtii

i ( nis| >ire with seed . breed
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H
) Resist spiritually . sta\ high praise (ii id . , Irccdom I leave behind a million brothers and

|o\ r III i Mow I lie 1 1 in 1 1 iiiii .il I in i u I Willi sisters ill the POW
|

il I .mis i 'I * 'in ill ill. .Sfili-tl.ni.

Il«i|\ At ill dose them ilo.se litem, lion I linn

!)) KiMsi pin sj( .ilK . i, k. i i
. iii wlin threaten Listen comrades The liberation war has jnsl be-

lile nnisi In- disarmed, disahled, disconnected gun Rcsisl endure, tin not collaborate Sink'-

In lorcc . \iin \niiisell and shoot to h\i "S >
1 1 will he free.

. . , Life is never violent I'o shoot a gcnocidal Listen yon brother's ol (he iin|>iisoned. Break

rohol |

M

'In ciii. in in die delense "I lile is .i

s.n I rd .ill

Listen Ni\on We weie nevei that n.ii\e We knew
ih.it Dowel's in voiu guitharicls were ri k\ We
too reinember Munich and Aiischwil/ .ill loo

well as we chanted love and r.ii i*d i in Wood-
stock fingers in the gentle sign ol

|
icai c

We beggi'd you in live and let live, t .
> love and

let love, Inn you have rhosen to kill and gel

killed. M.i\ (idd have mercy on youi soul.

For the last seven months, I. a free, wild man,

have been lucked in l'()\\ camps. No living

creature can survivi in a cage In nn (light to

diem mil! II David Harris ha ten friends in

tin- world, I say lo you, get "II yoni pious non-

violent .isscs .mil break him out.

I In re is no e\i nsi for one brothi r oi sistet to ic-

iii. nn ;i
|

ii isoner ol war.

Right on I .ill. i Kli ded!

Listen, the bom is late. Total wat is upon us.

fight to live or you'll die. Frei doni is life. Free-

dom will live.

Signed Timothy Lear)

W \k\l\(.: I .nn armed and should be ( mi-

sidered dangerous to anyone who threatens my
lile or m\ freedom,

™

Larry Noggle
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SECOND BARDO:

THE PERIOD OF
EXTERNAL GAME REALITY

Don't get too lost in all I say-

Though at the time I really felt that way
But that was then, and now it's today

I can't get ofl yet so I'm here to stay

Til someone comes along and takes my place

With a different name and yes a different face

—Traffic

An interview with Joseph Rhine

by Gerald Peailman

Gerry: You mentioned several reasons that

were especially important in Leary's decision

to escape. For instance, you said the denial

of the appeal by Douglas was an important

factor.

Rhine: It's always difficult to tiy to approach

a question like that from somebody else's

point of view. Really what you're asking is

whether I know what wen! on in Tim's mind

and so whatever I might say in that regard

has to be looked at somewhat suspiciously. It

can only be what my impressions were ol hav-

ing visited with him over that period ol time

—seeing the change. But I think essentially

what I'd say is that Tim, when MacMillan

first put him into jail in March on this Cali-

fornia charge, still thought the system was

going to work and that it was an errone-

ous sentence, an erroneous verdict, and he

thought the system was going to overturn that

verdict. That somehow, sooner or later, as

his carlici case had gone all the way up to

the Supreme Court and the) had realized

what the problem was with that, he thought

that was going to happen here that he was

going to be vindicated in the long run. Ob-

viously -I'm aware ol comments that he has

made now, or at least I saw one in the news-

paper .1 couple of davs ago attributed to him

in which he said something to the effect that

he had always planned on est aping and so

therefore had been a model prisoner when he

did go into prison. And 1 think that while

that might have been in the ba< k ol his mind

in other words he might have though to

himself at some point, 'well, il all else fails

I'm not going to sit here lor twenty years,

I'm going to trv and escape.' But at the first

conversations I had with him the thing that

was most evident was that he thought his

appeals were going to be suecesslul and there-

*'P\

Tim Leary, alias McNeills

Rolling Stone

fore he'd never have to do something like

that.

Gerry: Didn't he also have a particular confi-

dence in Justice Douglas?

Rhine: He had a particular confidence in

Douglas. This was based upon our notifying

him that Douglas would be the supervising

justice in the Supreme Court overseeing the

Ninth Circuit which is California's in terms

of the bail question—and that was the first

question that was up in Tim's case because

he was appealing and he had to ask for bail

pending the outcome ol his appeal. In March,

when he was first in prison we talked to him
about getting bail but the dial judge refused

to giant bail We told him that we could

move it up pretty quickly and get to Justice

Douglas and he felt that Douglas would most

certainly grant him bail. Tim felt that for a

nunibei ol reasons Justice Douglas' life was

similai to his own in that Douglas had a great

deal cil feeling lor American freedom, free-

dom ol human beings in the- same sense of

the freedom ol animals Douglas was also

concerned with that pioneering spirit and he

alone on the- Supreme Court had retained a

great deal ol thai pioneering spirit as far as

I im was concerned. He also lelt lh.it Douglas

sympathized more with the young than any-

body else in the Supreme Court not only in

'•
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In m.'ii il.il il nation Inn 1 1\ llic l.ul lh. it lie

in i . h null ( I himscll wiih young people, lie

Ii.kI just
i

mhlishcd his ln.uk. which Inn had

i i.ii I sonic "I i lie new s| >a
|
« i article"* nn. I

ilon'l i Innls In' has read i In- I H mk . luil he

iiii. link lollowetl I he newspaper controvei \

ovei Dougla ' hook and knew dial criticisms

w . 1
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' syniphalhy

foi I he voting people, espet i.ilK llii-ii potential
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• J i that l)ou«j

las would understand liim and thai lie and

Douglas uric ver\ siinil.ti kind' <<l people in

ili. n outlook I. u i In- future

Gern So it must liave heen especially disap-

pointing?

Rhine I hat was one of the primary disap-

lintments that I ini had, il not the most pri-

mary. I rememhei talking to him after the

Douglas del ision. II. w ts verj hurt and very

shocked. I think that was the first time he

began to doubt serioush that the system was

going to vindicate him and that he was going

to get out i if jail legally.

Gerry: You mentioned .mother reason for de-

ciding to escape was his age at that particu-

lar time.

Rhine: Well, he's forty-nine going on fifty and

he was under two potential ten year sentences,

which would have been twenty years. He felt

that was substantially the rest of his life. Tim
did understand aside from his belief that

maybe the legal system would keep him out

of jail he did understand that once in jail

this system was primarily designed to keep

you in jail unless you admitted the error of

your ways and conformed to society's views.

In this regard what gol to Tim most was the

psychological repression widiin the prison

the whole question oi parole officers.. II*

had two sentences, one ran two to ten years,

and one ran potentially six months to ten

years. . . but he knew that he was looking at

the upper end ol those sentences because he

knew that the only way he could convince a

parole hoard on those indeterminate kinds of

sentences was to conform to theii way of

thinking ... to say that he would no longer

advocate the use ol any drugs or things like

that which was the v< ry essence of the things

he was fighting for. MacMillan, who denied

him bail, said very strongly one of the pri-

mary re. .sons was that he felt his proselytizing

the young was a dangci to thi society. Tim
knew that so long as he constituted that dan-

ger siiui they gol b\ on the question ol the

le^.il means to keep him in jail, hi was not

going to gel i .in i <l | . 1 1 1
... il\ in terms ol ai

kind ..I parole. Willi California and rexas,

I nn I.ll In wa la. lie Iwenlv \< ai i and as

a Fifty yeai old man he frit thai wa - the

ol In life.

Gerry ; You mentioned also that his assoi iation

with tin- othci prisoner* had somehow in-

lluenccd his dei ision 1 imagine this is cor-

neclcd w illl what \ou just said . , ,
namely,

they advised him thai he didn't have much of

a i ham e.

Rhine: I don't think they put it verbally, with

the exception ol a couple ol very articulate

pei iple he mas have i un into . . . but I think

lit; saw their conditioning as foretelling In

own future. Tim went through the testing

system. I think he was in Vacavillc for that,

and he didn't really form strong opinions

there . . outside of the fact that he was be-

ing given some ol his own t> sts that he had

designed at Berkeley. He then went to San

Luis Obispo when- he spent the bulk of his

time, and there found a number ol older men
who had been broken b\ the system. They

really had nowhere elsi to go and therefore

preferred to stay in prison. 1 don't mean to

say that those prisoners would have said to

him that they liked staying in jail but what

had effectively happened as fai as Tim wa

concerned was that those prisoners were so

conditioned that they could not live in any

Other situation Now most of these wen- older

men so he felt again the parallel to himself.

In minimum security where he was, most

prisoners were men of Tim's age and some

even older. Many of them had spent a great

deal of their lives in institution- and many
ol them had very little family outside.

A lot ol ex-alcoholics. I think there was only

one person there that Tim had been aw.ue ol

who had any dealings with drugs at all. So

it was not so much the oldei prisoners' advice

to him about his legal situation that in-

fluenced him as their example ol being so

crushed by the system and generally apa-

thetic about everything. They accepted the

system and they were working within it, and
he knew it. He also got advice on legal mat-

ters and that had some effect on him. Every
time I went down there and I know Mike
Kennedy went through the same thing,

he would say. now so-and-so says, and he
would go into somebody who had written lots

.vrits loi prisoners. He was especially con-

cerned for example about things like trans-

portation to and from the various jurisdic-

tion II
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tions. If he was in Texas, did that mean they

could bring him back to California or if he

went to New York for trial how did that

affect his coming back to California. He also

had other cjuestions about the "brief" writing.

He went over each of the briefs that was pre-

pared and each of the arguments and so when
we got down there he'd have lots of cjuestions

stored up for us, many of which had been

suggested by the prisoners who were what arc

called jailhouse lawyers. He got upset with

me one time when he didn't feel that I was

really paying a great deal of attention to a

particular point he was raising. He said "the

trouble with you lawyers is that all of you

look at the criminal law lrom the point of

view of keeping people out of jail, which is

of course what you should primarily be in-

terested in, but you have not built up a body

of law about rights of people alter they're

in jail, and that's why you tend to ignore

those kinds of problems." He went into a

long discussion about how he wanted to lec-

ture law students about what really went on

inside jails so that maybe future generations

of lawyers there would be some kind of

change in the jail system itself.

Gerry: Didn't he describe the jail to you as

being like Dante's Inferno? Do you know

what he was referring to?

Rhine: He felt that nobody could really sym-

pathize fully—sympathy is probably not the

right word, empathize is probably closet -

with people who were damned unless they

were damned themselves. Sympathetic people

still could not understand because they did

not lully feel and appreciate what the prob-

lem was of those people who had been in the

prison system for so long, lie didn't want to

become the kind ol person who is left in thai

prison system for twenty years.

Gerry: Well, those are lour reasons. Is there

anything else that you think was important

in influencing his decision at thai time?

Rhine: Well, sure, he and Roscmat) had a

veiy difficult time alter visits. In some ways

visits themselves were painful, especially alter

San Luis Obispo. In the earlier prisons he

had to see visitors through a wire mesh screen

or talk to them over the phone between

irjass. I'.ul in San Luis Obispo in the mini-

mum security place there was a little garden

walk where you could sit mil on a bench and

you could walk around and hold hands ,i

little hit and this sort ol thing. Obviously

|„. |, It the physical strain ol ih.il Both h.

and Rosemary when I talked to her in be-

tween visits found those very traumatic ex-

periences. So obviously there is that kind of

experience that he went through.

Gerry: Well, I think that that's certainly suffi-

cient reason by itself. You told me that you

thought Tim Leary's alliance with the Wea-

thermen was only a temporary phenomenon.

Can you elaborate on that in view of recent

history?

Rhine: The recent history I suppose you're

referring to is the fact that Tim is now in

Algeria. And Rosemary is with him. I think

when you and I talked about this before I

didn't like the use of the word temporary.

What I was trying to say, I think, is it was

not a temporary expedient. I don't view the

way Tim saw it quite that way. I don't

think he just used the Weathermen. I talked

to him that Friday and he went over the

wall that Saturday night; even at that time

he talked about the gentleness of the Wood-

stock experience, for example, as not being

enough to overcome to system's pressures

right now. But it still had a very strong pull

on him and on his emotions. Tim talked a

lot about the young people in this country

and how he felt that he and the young

people had a great deal in common. He was

talking essentially about the middle class

voung white person although he felt very

great sympathy and feeling for the black

militancy movement too. We did talk about

Angela Davis and her problems to some de-

gree and he was sympathetic to her. All this

is by way of saying, I guess, that if Tim were

free and left alone to live out a life of his

own choosing, he would tend to still be a

lecturer and an author more than he would

tend to be a revolutionary. Certainly that's

Rosemary's desire also. I don't think their ex-

perience witli the Weathermen, and I've

re. id some ol the newspaper stories about

their trips with tin Weathermen after Inn

not out ('I jail, would change that il they're

lelt alone and not made a political pawn in

other kinds ol ideological struggles. Now
that's inn in ,.i\ tli.it In- does not believe that

the American s\ lem has to be overthrown,

lie doe, believe lhal at this stage ol the game

because he hit it did him such a gival

justii e. lie ii ali/es tli.it il it did him stli h

a greal injusti< e il w ill ^\o il to othei people.

I Ii- probably w ill i onlinue to talk against,

prose!) lize aga insl write against, " .
I |< d

Ann i a an justice and I ihml In w ill n ]
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e .dl for a revolution in America lint I ilnnk

essentially Inn's kind ol revolution is more

(<l .1 peaceful kind ol revolution and I dunk
In- would ii ml iii dunk ol it thai way, al-

though revolution. II) none die less

Gerry: Well, it's rather difficult t<> he in two

I
W.i > t-s .it die same time

Rhino Obviously, I think the answei is only

lime will loll. I agree with you duit there arc

some inconsistencies. On the other hand,

there are people hkr Allen Ginsburg who
feel ill. u I ini ni \ ii hail any alliant c w ith

the Weathermen at .til.

Gerry: Still?

Rhine: Well. I iliink he now believes that

maybe the letter was tine, which he doubted

.it the beginning. Hut I still think that some-

one like Alan Ginsburg is mostly fighting lor

Allen Ginsburg's own philosophy in those

kiiuK ol" statements. Most of the people I've

talked to who were shocked one way or an-

other, no matter which way they ended up

sympathizing, most of them were not looking

at Tim and Rosemary as people or what

weie Tim and Rosemary's particular prob-

lems at that time, hut were looking at their

own political evaluation of the situation that

was at hand and how the decision served

their particular evaluation. 1 don't think

dim is going to he left entirely alone. Ob-
viously in Algeria lie will he faced with

visiting dignitaries all the time, revolution-

aries ol one type or another. lie's already-

had a great deal of conversation with El-

dridge.

Gerry: Is it true that he has already appeared

at the black Panther Headquarters there. 1

Rhine: I don't know about appearing hut he

said on the phone when we talked to him the

other day that he and Eldridge were getting

to know each other well. I don't know ex-

actly where- they're doing that or under what

circumstances hut it's obviously true that he's

had contact and more than just minimal

contact, very strong contact, with Eldridge.

Gerry: How do von think that the ideas com-

monly associated with Leary in the past will

lit in with the prevailing ideology of a m» ial-

ist country like Algeria ?

Rhine: Well. I think that Leary is now a revo-

lutionary. I think you could never take Leary

hack to where In- was ten months ago or a

year ago. I just don't think it's possible. He'll

never go back because he did spend seven

months in prison, because he did feel it was
so unjust, because he felt ii was lor his ad-

vocacy ol idea-, and not foi anything else.

Therefore Tim Lrary is ncvei going to br-

i . line die I I. ii vard lee tun i .
i " . 1 1 1 1 or the es-

i.iblishmi ni man again under any i ircum-

st. lines So dial pan ol him is not temporary

and he will continue lo expand on that kind

ol revolutionary attitude. The only distinc-

tion I'm trying to make is thai I do not

dunk thai he is a Weatherman, a Socialist,

a Bl.uk Panther, a Communist, or am one or

another ol these eategories that we tend to

classify people into He is much more indi-

\ idii.tlisiic than thai. He's come out of the

whole middle (lass individual approach hiiu-

sell. He was a Harvard lei turci and he's got

the heritage. He tends te> think in his own
way, and anyone who's read any ol his books

knows that he is unique. There is no other

person I've read who is like Tim: there is no

other person I've ever met who is exa< tly like

him. 1 s,i\ that both in a complimentary way
but also in a was in which I think he's got

his own ego problems too. So in those sen e

Tim is not going to fit into anybody's system,

Algeria's or anybody else's. He will have to

make accommodations in order not to go

back to jail lie obviously feels that he has

to make a lesser accommodation to live in

Algeria that he would have lo make to stay

in San Luis Obispo in the- California prison

system. But even because of that I still would

not make- him out to be a socialist or a

preachei ol any particular system's ideas.

Obviously he's going to undergo experiences

that none ol the rest of us h ive had to

undergo in the sense that he's going to be

an expatriate who cannot come back to his

own country at least lor many, many years.

He's going to undergo over the next couple

ol years a different style of life, and that's

going to influence him in some ways which

can't be foreseen. I would be very disap-

pointed if Tim just ends up writing political

tracts for anybody's system; I still expect he's

going to maintain a great deal of that in-

dividual approach and st\le that he already
has.

Gerry: It will be interesting to see- how influen-

tial he can be from Algeria. Eldridge Cleav-

er's ability to influence things seems to have-

diminished very much by his being forced to

remain in that area. I wonder il we might
spend a little- time with the legal stuff that

was brought up by Lean's defense- You
stated that the issues raised wen designed
to reflect the immediate need for reform of
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drug legislation in the country. Do you think

the prosecution may have been more avid if

they realized that out of this trial there might

be a possible change of drug laws in the coun-

try, a change which they are not in favor of,

so that they might have gone ahead in prose-

cuting this case with more zeal than they

might ordinarily have?

Rhine: You're talking about the New York

case now?

Gerry : No, the California one.

Rhine: Oh, I think they used all the zeal im-

aginable in both California and Texas. OI

course Texas has a very long history of pros-

ecutions which have been going on for years.

One went up to the Supreme Court and was

then reversed and went back for retrial, f

think that the government wanted to leave

well enough alone with Tim at this stage of

the game and that's why we got the offer of

the deal in New York. I think they felt that

by putting Tim behind bars for twenty years

they had made their point. They did not

want to face any other major trial on drug

use because they felt it was a rallying point

for the change in the laws. What they were

misconceiving was that Tim's sentence was

also a rallying point because Tim was only

sentenced on two convictions lor possession

of marijuana. For example his son Jackie

who was convicted of possession of LSD in

Laguna Beach spent six months in jail and

probation after that; and Tim. who was con-

victed on the two roaches that they found

in the car ashtray, got ten years as a poten-

tial sentence. So obviously the young people

were going to look at that and say. My God,

that's crazy. I mean even assuming you ac-

cept the government's position that these

drugs arc dangerous, everybody knows that

marijuana is the least harmful of any of

these drugs and therefore what they're going

after Tim for is not possession of marijuana

but in effect wh.it he is as a person, what he

believes and what he advocates. I think that

they were afraid that they were going to face

more of that if they tried the New York

case. On the other hand I carry a lot of

marijuana cases now and the judges in San

Francisco in straight marijuana cases for ex-

ample will work out probation even on sales.

They will work out probation on second,

third, fourth offenses quite often. [ think

that some of the judges must have had their

own kids in trouble from marijuana or some-

thing, just judging from where they are right

now So that they're losing that battle, I

think, in the long run. However, in terms of

legislation there's a recent very good case

either out of the state of Washington or the

state of Oregon, f think it is the state of

Washington, in which the legislature passed

a law where they took out the classification

of marijuana as a dangerous drug. And the

courts upheld their reclassification, saying

there's no evidence that as a matter of law,

marijuana has to be classed in either of the

classifications. So there's beginning to be

some awareness now f think throughout the

country on the question of just pure mari-

juana. Wouldn't have helped Tim, probably,

even if the laws were changed.

Gerry: The County Council's office stated that

52 c
/r of all cases now in Marin courts deal

with drugs or alcohol. The costs are enor-

mous to the county for this type of a crime

without a victim, while other much needed

services suffer. Still government seems oblivi-

ous to the great harm it does in supporting

this repressive legislation.

Rhine: I've seen some statistics on the costs

which are just staggering. They'll just keep

going up if they insist on prosecuting. Not to

mention the. fact that if you really think the

society is having difficulty in law and order

terms, think about all your policemen ofi

trying to find somebody really doing harm,

f had a case the other day in which I cross-

examined a policeman. He testified that as

far as he could see in one section of Golden

Gate Park there were only four people: he

and his partner and two other people with

their backs turned to him overlooking a lake.

But he could tell that they were smoking

marijuana from where he was standing by

the way they were holding their cigarettes

and holding their breath in. Now if we're

concerned about rapists and burglars and
people who are. hitting other people over the

head, assaults, and all these other things, to

go off and send our police force spending all

their time chasing two young men who were
overlooking a lake meditating, or no matter

what the hell they're doing. . . .

Gerry: Nude bathing on a deserted beach. . . .

Rhine: Or nude bathing or some-thing like

that. I just can't see how this society can

keep going (f couldn't see how they kept

going as long as they have- in thai area any-

way) but 1 do see some hopeful signs in

terms ol the potential legislation,

Gerry: You slated also that these "roaches"
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ih.ii the) found in I im Lcnry's ashtray were

planted. II ihc) were planted, wouldn't Jus-

tice Douglas have been aware "I this franic-

11
j

> In i he presentation in youi brief, and

wouldn'l he have been obliged to al least

find mil about thai ?

Rhine: We had .1 ver\ complete brici before

Douglas so il he read Ihe briel al .ill he was

aware ol it. After Tim left we had still filed

his appeal briel which il the courts looked at

tlu'\ would be aware "I these things, but

two weeks later thr\ -till dismissed 1 1 it* Cali-

fornia appeal on the grounds that as long .is

somebody has Hod the jurisdiction thr\ don't

have to listen 10 an) appeal. I don't know

wh.it Douglai was thinking, I don't know
what some of these judges arc thinking for

thai matter . som< oi them are just pro-

te< tive oi the status quo. they make no bones

about it. Maybe Douglas just felt he\ getting

tOO old to lead these battles and he's got too

man) other problems. It's hard to speculate

on exactly where he was at the time he was

reading it. il he read it at all, but if he read

it he knew those facts.

Gerry: Does your firm have any other plans?

You talked with Lean recently? Are you

still continuing with the defense?

Rhine: We did. We appealed the California

case but it was dismissed, as 1 say. We're

sending a petition on up to the Supreme
Court of California on the question of the

dismissal itsell ; in other words we're saying

that we should have the right to process his

appeal in his absence. Tim would obviously

like us to do that because it would just open

up possible options for him sometime in the

future, if the courts would bear it. But the

situation in the law right now would be

such that it would be a precedent-setting

situation if the courts did hi ar it in his

absence.

Gerry: I wanted to clarify one point from the

past. At the time of his escape he had ex-

hausted practically .ill legal means and you

mentioned to me that no legal appeal would

be possible. The latest appeal wouldn't be

considered until next summer and all the

indications were that it would be denied. Is

that true? I'm just recapitulating.

Rhine: That's true on the case itself. The ac-

tual conviction in Orange County, we leek

would have to go to the U.S. Supreme Court

if anything was going to happen with it and

that's a process which takes a couple of

years. The one area where we weren't quite

n sun- was the bail application which was a

sepai. iii proceeding by thai point We had

the win ol habi as corpu on file and thai

bail application could have gotten up to the

Supreme Court we hoped l>\ ncxl sumi

So while his principal case wouldn't be up

1l1.1t (|iik k. it would have been onl) in the

in 1 appeals stage, the bail application might

have been there however, I think it was the

Douglas decision which made Tim feel that

even il we not the bail application before the

United States Supreme Court l>\ next sum-

mer, il Douglas, who he fell was the most

sympathetic person on the Court, was no

help, he didn't see (hat the ( i Hi I t wa- going

to do anything for him in terms ol bail. He
fell that he was going to be in jail until his

actual case got heard. Not only that, assum-

ing we got the California 1 ase -they just

held him in California heard in a couple

ol years, then even if he got a reversal out of

California, he had the Texas situation fai

him. He wasn't optimistic about being able

to ,uet both ol them overturned, so he didn't

see in the long run that he was going to

profit much from the appeals no mattei

w hie h way they went.

Gerry: Yeah. What I'm trying to get at is that

it seems to me that the decision to escape

was one of hard-headed practicality, very

common sense reasonable alter reviewing all

the possible alternatives. I his was the type of

consideration in his mind and it does repre-

sent a departure from previous types of con-

cepts that we've come to associate with

I im's thinking, moving more along the spir-

itual line, and I suppose this is what <j;ot to

the people that were moved one way or

another. 1 know some people were disap-

pointed, I don't know what they expected

ol him at the tune, somehow maybe that he

say . . . more ol a martyr type of figure in

that sense. What's youi feeling on that?

Rhine: 1 think it was a hard-headed decision.

One thing I always thought about Tim even

when 1 disagreed with him on a lot ol things

was that he sometimes didn't do things in a

realistic way. Bui one of the things I've al-

ways noticed every time I'd meet with him
is that the gu) n ally sat and thought for

hours about a move, any kind of move. He
went over each of tin briefs very carefully.

He had ideas on each of the sections. He had
been fighting his cases foi years. You know
Mike and I came into his legal situation late

in the game because we didn't pick it up
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until after he'd been convicted in Orange

County. So Tim had experience going over

the last four years of solid legal kinds of

analysis in all these cases and he was very

practical when it came to that point ot view

and I think that that's absolutely what hap-

pened. Had he been able to stay out on bail

while his appeals were being heard I don't

think he would have gone anywhere. 1 think

he would have stayed and fought it out in

the court system till at least he'd lost. He-

might have made provisions to go elsewhere

in case he lost but I don't think he would

have moved at all at this stage of the game.

However, after having sat there for the seven

months, after having the first couple of

things where he thought he was going to be

successful fail right at the beginning, he re-

alized that MacMillan was a little Orange

County political figure. A country type judge

whom he felt Douglas was going to take on

very easily because he didn't I eel there was

any problem to Douglas to be able to over-

rule MacMillan on the question of bail pend-

ing appeal. It didn't even involve overruling

any great rule of law. And so he fully ex-

pected that that was going to woik and then

when it didn't, when he began to look at

those appeal briefs and go over each and

every stage, and when he remembered the

Texas case which had gone on for lour years

by that time and still hadn't been ultimately

overturned. In- was still facing ten years in

Texas after lour years of appeals, with minor

wins—well, not so minor, that liist Supreme

Court decision stanch for some very import-

ant propositions-- hut even so, that's in in-

credible experience to go through. And I

think he reached a very practical decision.

1 also think that Tim didn't like ihat kind ol

total emphasis on him and his problems with

the law. I don't know what it must have

done to his lite. I know it si rewed up his kids

and his family in a lot ol ways, to be pre-

occupied with legal hassels all those years.

You know, the kids, everything, then whole

life was rapped up in that. The FBI were

always visiting, or somebody always bugging

them about something, and . . . Jesus, I can't

imagine that he didn't wanl to get away

from that at some point. So I think all those

things combined on him,

Gerry: Roszak in his counterculture book main-

tains that the formation ol the church, the

League lor Spiritual Discovery, was also a

practical measure in response to legal has, els

that were taking place at that time,

mine: From the formation of 'Holding To-

gether' when Tim ran into the California

problem I would say that Tim certainly saw

that side, the practical side to it. What his

total motivating force was, I really couldn't

say. Certainly I couldn't say on the League
for Spiritual Discovery. Around Holding To-

gether there were a lot of other people in-

volved. Tim was always very cognizant of

what other people around him thought too,

I mean he did not operate by himself in the

sense of any of these organizations, I don't

think. And so I'm sure he also had the feel-

ing that some of the spiritual aspects ... he

knew that some of the spiritual aspects were

what held people together anyway and what
held them together in these organizations;

even though he formed them to some degree

from a practical outlook, he realized that the

spiritual aspect was in the long run the

thing that made them work. One of the areas

where we always thought he operated in sort

of a strange situation was the way Ik- used

to go about publishing his hooks and doing

all these other tilings. He's got this collection

of people all around him in 65 million places.

In Holding Together we were trying to cut

down on expenses a little bit and it became
very difficult because, you know . . . just

something like the telephone bill became
monstrous because Tim didn't believe in

having one agent somewhere in New York
who would handle his publishing problems

if he had them in New York. What he had

to do was call sixteen personal lricnds to

work on the same- problems so that he had

sixteen people then, all ol whom were calling

us hack and writing us letters, all geared to

the same problem that he was trying to solve,

because thai was sort ol the kind ol together

feeling thai he had within that grouping of

people. You know. I would have liked to

have been to that commune thev had down
in southern Calilornia at the time he was

there, when tin \ were all living out there.

It would have been a very interesting thing

to look ai because, while he had that practi-

cal approach to some ol his legal problems

and while- he saw what he had lo do in some

ways to try and clele.it the system legally, he

had a very strong leeling also foi tin- people

who were associated around him and he felt

towards them in a very personal wav. I know

this, lie dealt with them on verv personal

terms, I mean there ]iis| wasn't am .
no

holds barred. Too personal omelimes loo

—** "
.

.
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"VI

Y Timothy Leary

~~s

"Just a little article exposing conditions in the jail . . . together with
acidulous portraits of the President, Vice President, and the Attorney
General of these United States, otherwise known as the Nation's Top Cop."

In 1969, Timothy Leary's border bust
legal appeal reached the Supreme
Court; in May 1969 the Law under
which he was arrested was ruled un-

constitutional. Government attack on
his person continued, & Dr. Leary was
arrested and subsequently tried, con-

victed, and sentenced to ten years

without appeal bail by Judge Byron
McMillan of Orange County for pos-

session of two marijuana cigarette

stubs planted in his car ashtray by a

^nia policeman. Federal authori-

ieanwhile chose to retry Dr. Leary

, Laredo border arrest on another

icality, this time not for failure

port natural grass for government
but on the charge of "tranport-

a smidgen of marijuana the few
n,-in 'red yards from the middle of the

'"'^national Bridge to the Customs
Shed where he had been detained
years earlier. Convicted in Texas trial,

Judge Ben Connally sentenced our
Philosopher to ten years also; both
sentences set consecutively, bail de-

.

niefl, Dr. Leary at time of present writ-

in§ has been jailed in California since

Ohi"'
"'• " ol Granted. Dr. Loary loll ^.ni Luir,

Jl, t"> tail months later, on his own initiative

Cal.

tie

'

t<

to

!

in

,
'"' '"I Notes: Lull to Write

tv!'"
1 "''! <, 1970 by Timothy Leaiy, I'l

,

,;'""> Hook Corp. Distributed t>y Wor

In Wmng limn.
Published by

Id Publish

February 19, 1970. Terminology of

both judges agreed with government
lawyers' boorish language that Dr.

Leary was a "menace to the com-
munity." Bail denial was successfully

appealed in the Texas case, and as

of August 7, 1970 bail will (perhaps)

be granted by some Supreme Court

for California despite United States

Attorneys' obnoxious plea that our

philosopher "represents a danger to

other persons and to the community.'"

The text of United States of Amer-

ica, Appellee's OPPOSITION TO AP-

PLICATION FOR BAIL PENDING AP-

PEAL contained the following hideous

paragraph II (e) "Attached hereto as

Exhibit D-l is a copy of an article pur

portedly authored by Timothy Leary in

Playboy magazine in which he dis-

cussed the facts giving rise to the case

at bar, and which bears also upon his

aims and activities which are the basis

for the Government's opposition to Mis.

release on bail." Further documents
appended included Dr. Leary's pacifist

testimony at the celebrated Chicago

Conspiracy trial, & news reports of

various university lectures including

one at Ann Arbor, Michigan early 1970
whereat Dr. Leary discoursed to raise

funds for legal appeals for the poet

John Sinclair also jailed for several

decades and denied appeal bail after

conviction a year earlier for having

been entrapped by a local bearded

agent who'd infiltrated the Detroit

Artist's Workshop. Another disgusting

document appended was a secret

agent's report to the Laguna Beach
Police Department "concerning ad-

ditional suspects involved in the

BROTHERHOOD OF RELIGIOUS
LOVE. Refer to attached report for

additional details."

Such a hexed country! Judge Mc-

Millan labeled Leary an "insidious and

detrimental influence on society,"

quoth L.A. Times February 20, 1970,

and "a pleasure seeking, irresponsible

Madison Avenue advocate of the free

use of LSD." quoth Long Beach Press

March 17 same year.

Suffering armed fools cheerfully,

Dr. Leary made an exquisite religious

covenant in jail. "Imprinting" as on-

tological key is suggested, & re-im-

printing via Biological mouth-intake

(food chemistry) is proposed as proper

philosophic action. Hardly an affair of

State—were we only to know State only

in theory. Leary's jail texts economi-

cally define use and role of LSD; here's

formal psychological discussion of

character-alteration by means of in-

sight-creating drugs, such discussion

related to Socrates' discussion at

deathbed & texts on Catholic Hell



Punishment, these juxtaposed with

Judiciary reality of Jail society; all

accomplished in professional manner

with saintly aplomb.

What's going on in his head? Day to

day observation of Heavy Metal Fix

—

the inside facts of jail—compassionate

shrewd analysis of Manson as jail

conditioned soul. A few gists & piths:

"Psychopharniaiology plus bio rhyth

mic sequential analysis Alchemy &
Astrology.'' Dr. leary's notes include

disquisitions on Hell from Church

Fathers paralleled with prison weather,

as if prison were that Hell spoken of

old incarnate now in minds of State

Judge & Jailers — thoughts inter-

leaved with quotations from official

rejection letters in legalese why some
of his messages and letters aren't

mailed thru jail walls. Dr. Leary

touches a few political nerves—J. E.

Hoover, "a 75-year-old bachelor vir-

gin." (Actually, Sir Tim and Anyone,

Hoover, an ear-voyeur, had tapes of

M. L. King, tapes of a "wild party."

King was afraid Hoover'd "do some-

thing foolish & play it in public." He

did, to newsmen and various law-

makers and wire service folk— no one

was interested in his tired blackmail-

Invasion of privacy anyway.)

Dr. Leary's Jail Notes make a sci-

ence fiction classic, Orwell come true.

As Neal Cassady also'd spent 2 years

in San Quentin a decade earlier, en-

trapped by shifty Narcotics Agents for

a joint.

An answer to this tough problem of

human agression? Medicine, 3 lumps

hashish daily quiet 75% of Agressive-

ness. This fact courtesy U.S. Arms
Control Disarmament experiments

Princeton 1970.

Dr. Leary's in jail for theory and

practice of research on LSD & Canna-

bis. A shame on Harvard, on the

Academies of America, & on the State.

"His prophecies," like those of Hip-

pocrates he paraphrases, "and his

techniques with potions, if become
widespread, would totally free each in-

dividual from State control and make
possible complete liberty of concious-

ness." And the blessings of Sri

Krishna Prem on you!

Dr. Leary has taken the burden of

giving honest report of LSD & Can-

nabis in terms more accurate & harm-

less than the faked science of the

Government Party Hacks & therefore

his imprisonment an act of insult to

Science, Liberty, Common Sense,

Freedom, Academy, Philosophy, Medi-

cine, Psychology as an Art, and Poetry

as a tradition of human mind-vision.

Well jail's honed him down to rib &
soul. —Allen Ginsberg August, 1970

February 25, 70Orange County

Is there .i librarj hen

No. Hooks arc contraband

No hooks!

well there are some floating around,

Thev circulate round n tiei then (lis

appeal

Magazines.

"i r.ili They come into Ihe office hill

I he guards rip them oil and lake then

In iinr

Are there an\ hooks on our tiei ?

Yeah I'lirec.

In il.nk ul night detective story

smuggled mo. Head tw ice nexl day,

\\ hat's the second hook?

\ liurnt Out Case. Graham Greene.

Head it five times. Marveling that this

rare vessel of sensitive intelligence

slimilil find its way into metal maze

lal >\ linth.

Where the third hook?

In dark of night receive The Confes-

sions of St. Augustine. Rock-breaking

laborious reading. Unpleasant Port-

noy's Compliance. St. Monica original

Jewish mother. Follows her naughty

lover boy from Africa to Middle East.

Pragging and naying for him. St. Gus

finally gets to be a doctor. Good gov-

ernment job lives happily forever and

ever and ever and afterward with Mom.
In heaven with Mother. Snitchfink.

In next tier wealth roly-poly middle-

jowled businessman. Baby raper.

Caught giving head to his daughty

naughter. He's got hooks. He's always

first in line for chow.

I ear you got some books.

Eves narrow bargain tastement.

Yeah. Whatta you got to swap? Swap?

I just want to borrow a hook or two

for a dav or three. Well I don't loan

hooks. There mine. I swap or sell them.

Oh, you so gready. How do you get

to own them.

He slide me an Orange County whad
are you some kind of Communist or

some nut look. Never mind how I got

them. What you got to swap? I got

some good ones.

Genesis of capitalism. Cods goods

flow easilv among carefree natives un-

til some clever jowly, first-in-line-chow-

bellv child molester starts hoarding,

creates artificial shortage, stops free

flow and we're in business. Property.

Why hooks? Because there's little else

to hoard.

Someone gives me some and I spend

afternoon on bunk meditating. Faren-

heit 151 come true. I knewwe shouldn't

see such movies. Spooky reel cans. On-
tological diddling. Creatc-a-state of

reelity. Outside, these men scorn hooks.

Here thev become currency. Hooks for-

bidden contraband. Hunger for written

word.

There's One hook thev allow II to

have.

Oh, yeah. Gimme Cimme. < limine

\\ hat is it?

The bible,

Pre-evil forests of Canada leveled.

Crackl) ocean oi word papei inundate

continent. Science-fiction fascist itate

declare hooks contraband, One hook

l( It One cup of words.

I he bible,

The movie v nn ,ne now in produce-l

by Salvation Aimy. directed hv Bill

( Iraham. Entitled The Wages of Cici

an's Revenge. Down on your nease ho

See who has the power now. Rep<
|

sinner. If v on were marooned on a

desert island what hook would yOU

for.

Do you want the bible?

No.
Sit locked in metal box, four h

|

wide, twelve foot long, ten foot high.

Arrange mattress so it cushion metal

stool. Place yellow legal pad on metal

shelf and start writing.

In the beginning there was half a

twin-soul in a self in a cell and the ,

pen-celled words came writefully.

Eor nine relays and Wrights by •

murky pale shadow glow sharpeninc '

pencil with razor blade held in match

cardboard wrote story of jailhouse and

then detailed plan for overthrowinc

the government of the United Stat,

right now . Blueprint for children's re-

volt.

Smoking cigarettes writing in new.

careful legible script, eating candv

bars, when hand cramp look at pale

face in mirror, yoga, fall-abed, eat

meals.

Reading books is strictly contras- ;

cated but writing books is worse. Must

hide a peek under bed. Wait for lawyei

smuggle out.

In the midnite electric amplified

night-blare LEARY N-6 ON THF
LINE FULL JAIL ISSUE YOU COT

j

TA VISITOR. IT'S YOUR LAWYER
TAKE YOUR LEGAL PAPFF^
Sleepwalk down escalator with yd
legal pad. Chula waits casual debonair

When guard turns nods and take :lif

papers. Whew! There! Science-fii 'inn 1

Mcladrcamer. Smuggling words r of

'

prison.

Next week lawyers return. Ci\ r»

typewritten copies of manusc »ts. I

Read your proof. Tuck inside v

legal pad and happv levitate m
stairs to cell block. Bouncing m il'

past guard station Sergeant

glance. YOU THERE HALT. < >nK

lumbering out of glass booth fa 3S

khaki lad. WHAT YEW COT THERI
[

Well Sergeant just lawyer seen 1

i~ Dr. Tin
gation constitution reappraising appf

; smokp
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Idren's re-
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>k at pale
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amplified

ON THE
OU GOT-
LAWYEB
PAPERS,
ith yellow

debonair.

I ikes the

ice-fiction

»rds out of

Give me
muscripts-

de yellow

te moving
ig merrily

ant radar

LT. Come
>th f.il aSS

{THERE-
r seen liti-

!ng appeal

brief foundation liberation documenta-
tion. You want more.

Sergeant frowning. LEMME SEE
THAT.

en Major Andre was searched
lans for the betrayal of West
were found in his boots. Why
nt I just happen to have nothing

ill interest you. Just a little

exposing conditions in the jail

little piece on the overthrow of

>\ eminent with acidulous pen
its of the President, the Vice
lent, and the Attorney General
United States of America, other-

nown as the Nation's Top Cop.
. igeant frowning, lips moving as

lie -cads.

Its all legal material attorney dona-
tion mandamus nihil obstat imprimatur
preparation ratification of mv case.

Mow I'll take it if you please returney
comes back soon to cell I go.

ARE YOU PRO PER?
Well in the broader extra-juridic-

tional sense, Sergeant, I am preparing
my own case, indeed, tis true of all of
when comes the judgment of the high-
er court beyond help of private coun-
sel or public defender appointed by
die solicitous state. However, actually,
I am not pro per.

WELL I'LL HAVE TO LOOK

THESE OVER AND CALL THE
CAPTAIN. GO TO YOUR CELL
AND I'LL BE BY TO SEE YOU.

Back on bunk lying stoned laugh-
ing groan. I hate Grade B movies.
Where my karmic contract. This time
round I signed up for forest nature
noble dionysian. It was clearly under-
stood: no more Humphrey Bogart.

What will thits do now? Imagine jail

officials clustered round desk. Why
Gentlemen this is nothing less than an
insidious, subversive, treasonous in-

citement of widescale treacherous as-

sault of children on their parents which
we have luckily diligence of agents in-

tercepted inspector, yes the chief will

be pleased we caught this in the bud
strictest surveillance not happen again
smuggling documents out of escape
proof jail indictment.

Heavy footsteps on the tier. Sergeant
blunky form at bars. LEARY I BEEN
READING THESE PAPERS. I DUN-
.NO IT SEEMS TO ME THESE ARE
STORIES, YES SIR, STORIES YOU
ARE WRITING. HOW YOU GET A
TYPEWRITER IN HERE?

Looks suspiciously around cell. OR
ELSE YOU WROTE THEM AND
HAD THEM TYPED OUTSIDE AND
THEN BROUGHT IN FOR YOU TO
CORRECT.

I look him amaze. Pardon me, but
my space ship just arrived here. Take
a day or two to adapt. Atmospheric
pressure, you know. Mild disorienta-
tion familiar to all galactic travelers.

Now if you'll give me my papers I can
get back to business.

I'M GOING TO PUT THESE PA-
PERS IN YOUR PERSONAL PROP-
ERTY. THEY WILL BE SEALED
THERE AND YOU GET THEM
WHEN YOU LEAVE. AND I DONE
WANT NO MORE WRITING SENT
OUT OF THIS JAIL. GAINST
RULES AND REGULATIONS.

Heels drum down concrete walk and
outside hear the hammering of scaffold

and dogs howling and murmur of the
angry crowd and the women wailing.

Eli Eli lama sabachthani.

Which being translated from the
Aramaic means: Some of these people
around here seem to forget that it's just

a movie we're making for fun and they
are the ones with the spears. Get me
out of here. My woman's waiting home.

PLIGHT COLLAR CRIME

Each day stories heartbreaking cruel
and sad.

At lunch. Beautiful young black
haired boy of nineteen.

continued on page 70
))))) >
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RoS6ma 'V- at a Pres$ conference before his imprisonment. "The new cop-out cliche in blame-game. As

<> wore Blacks, Mexicans, and hippies—give them the axe. Uut when our own prep school, college kids start smoking, slam
long as grass

the supplier.
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continued from )>iigc 41

Would need to li\i . i vv. . i \ flillll ci\ lli/.i

linn foi I w lulc llu \ began llieii

|nuiuc\ mi foot, wm'.iI mi; .mil gl n.mii n',

niulii 1 1 it- weight dI tlnii knapsacks

I 1 1 1 \ i lid nnl mi- .uiiil 1 1 • i limn. in he

mi: foi .i couple nl mcnit lis.

Hul nine, when lhe\ were Walking

.1 short distance limn (heir camp. thc\

lllll I W llill'.ll

lllC Wlldc.lt Ml.llll'll Mllll.llllM'Jl

llu in.in hail lili 1 1
1

-> nlli- .it the

.amp.

I In- wildcat was between them and

Iheii camp.

So llu- scicnlisl pushed his wife be-

hind him and began in snarl .md

meen mow w.

For several minutes ihej spoke, and

then the wildcat turned and ran nil.

"I). ii ling, W li.it were you doing? You
sounded as il you were actually (.liking

to ili.it wildcat."

And so the man told her the whole

storv of how he had learned to speak

the language oi the cats, and that now
probably Washington and Moscow
were in ruins, and soon the whole

human race would be destroyed.

He explained that it had just been

too much. The human race was not

worth it. And so he had decided to get

away from everything and get what
little happiness lie could out of those

last few remaining days.

"I have no idea how or when the

cats will destroy us, hut they will, for

thev have powers we could never im-

agine," and his voice trailed off in sor-

row. She took his hand and they

walked slowly to their camp.
Now she understood his flashing

eyes, and this new energy he'd gotten,

his new youthfulness—his madness was
becoming apparent to her—and she

found it strange that, even so, she

loved him more now than ever before.

A couple of weeks later they were
sitting around their campfire. Snow
surrounded them, and while the sci-

entist staied silently at the stars, the

woman crew cold, and began to shiver.

Finally she uot up and began to pace
and forth.

"What date is today?"

"I don't know." answered the man
absently.

"It must be around Christmas," she

Hie man glanced at her sharply, and
then grew thoughtful. A few minutes
later he leaped to his feet and shouted.
'What was that? I heard sounds!"

His wife listened for a moment, and
answered. "I didn't hear anything."

"Listenl There it is againl It's like

horses' hooves!'

"But darling. I don't heai anything."

\\ i -11. I'm going out and see who it

is!" said her husli.md detei mincdlv.

And ho walked nut into the black

ness

I lis wife heard him talking, loudly,

as il in someone, but she he.ml no other

voices, She called out to him, "Darling,

who's mil there? Who are you talking

lo?"

lie shouted back, "Oh. it's all right,

It's |iis| Saul. I ClatlS, those we-ie his

I ciudcci u e heal d

His wife said sadlv to herself,

"There's no point in telling him there

is no S.ml. i ( Tins

He came back with a green plant, a

cactus, which he had obviously just

picked from the snow, and with a

grand, old world bow . handed il to her,

saying, "Santa (Mans gave this to me to

give you for your Christmas present.

lie came all the way out here, just so

you wouldn't spend Christmas without

a present."

She took the plant in her hands and

moved nearer the the fire. These bursts

of madness frightened her, or was he

joking? Or was he being gallant? She
looked up at him, staring out across the

mountain ranges again, at those far-

away stars. How noble and insane he
looked. But then terror touched her

again, and she said, rather timidly.

"You know, clear, back there at the

house—when you got so angry— it was
very good of you not to hit me."

He looked over at her a moment, a

little annoyed, but he was silent, and
returned his gaze to the horizon.

"But then," she added, "I needn't

have worried. You're such a gentle-

man."

They returned to civilization shortly

after that.

Moscow and Washington were not

in ruins.

And, much to his wife's surprise, it

turned out her husband was not insane

—the lunatic was that Siamese cat.

Thev discovered the cat's corpse at

the cottage-dead from starvation.

For there is a language of the cats,

but all Siamese cats are crazj - always
talking about mental telepathy, cosmic
powers, I. [bulnus treasures, spaceships,

and a great civilization of the past, but

it's all just meowing—they are impotent
— just meows!
Meows!
Meows!
Meows!
Meows!
Meows. ...

fail Notea
continued on page 55

\i \ew poit Pop Festh al ( lop

started a riot, bong haired kid tin*

rock cop and fell on its nose Cops

started search In parking lot didn't

know there was riot Cops came up

and Said, "That's tin- one." booked I

assault on police officer With elangi

ous weapon. When cop gels wound.

(hits really go all out to hang it i

someone- Have no money and lath

believed cops Father hated hippii

Kid had public (\r mender talked ,

him for less than five minutes. Got h

to life. So depressed, bleak, incred

lous, stunned, disbelieving, dazed s< -

row that him story had to be true I

years before gets to sec the pari

board. Five years. Age nineteen o

twenty-four.

April20,'70Chhw
Newspaper clipping: New York,

(UPI) Sen. Barry Goldwater (R-An
told college students today that mari-

juana laws were too strong, adding, "I

have- a problem rather close to me."

Goldwater said that he thought tbe

laws were "unfair" and should be di-

rected for narcotic vendors rather than

for the users.

The new cop-out cliche'- in blame-

game. As long as grass smepkers were

Blacks, Mexicans, and hippies—give
them the axe. But when our own prep-

school, college kids start smoking, slam

the supplier.

The fallacy here is that the vendors

of grass arc not evil, nigger Mal
types. Ninety percent of all marijuana

is retailed by nice young kid next door

who buys twenty dollars worth sells

half to friends.

Daughter of wealthy and fan

millionaire went to European countr

recently gave LSD to son of lea.

politician who promptly announ
had seen the light, that Father's poli

were wrong, that he was going to

come a Hindu etc . etc. After the n

was clapped into psychiatric ensti

young Kathv was deported her fal i
|

notified.

The millionaire father's reaction IS

typical. He hired private detective

find out who gave his daughter

LSD. "I'll see that he gets life.' Il

turned out to be the son of a U.S. J i-

ator.

Impenitence of the Damned: ' e [

damned are confirmed in evil; e\

act of their will is evil and inspin

hatred of . Hatred is the onh
the in their power; and they have n

choice than that of showing their hit
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T red of by one evil action in prefer-

ence to another.

A VERY COUTH FELLOW
Noticed him day arrived here. Gross,

'.Iking, brutish, sullen. Ugliest man
joint.

Watched him day by day. All he did

)\ver and chain smoke horrid lung-

lapsing state-issue tobacco. Oh, yes,

- other thing. Spent long periods

nt of mirror scowling combing
N ck of colorless hair.

Sat on bench, shoulders slumped,
- king cigarettes. Mental defective?

i-becile. Don't play handball or base-

ball or volleyball or lift weights or talk

anyone. Just sat on bench.

On Sunny Monday first day Taurus
sitting next to my shirt. Decided con-

tact.

"Hey, what's happening?"
Hung head low, blank eyes to me.

"As far as I can figure it out, there's no
difference between good and bad. It

don't mean nothing any of it. Docs
it?"

"What do you mean?" asked cau-

tiously.

"Well they are all just imaginary
ideas. Good and bad. Freedom or pri-

son. Even life and death."

Eye dizzy expecting low-level,

what's your case?" conversation esca-

lates me up to the top of old Vedic Mt.

Meru.

"I see what you mean. It doesn't

really make much difference when you

get right down to it."

Shook heavy head. "Man, that's

heavy. How many people here realize

that? It really don't make no difference.

The onlv difference between being in

prison and out there is women and
that. . .

."

Eye broke silence. "Yeah. Ninety

percent of the emotion in my life was
•due to my not understanding her.

Loving her. Fighting her. Wanting her.

Escaping her. Making her jealous.

Being jealous. Courting her. Ignoring

her. Whew."
Hand rolling cigarette in wind. I

offer tailor made.

"If you could die right now, would
you?"

"Depends. Sometimes yes. Some-
times no. Suicide is such a messy bodv
crafty mind trip. Now if God were to

give you a simple way out. No sloppy

slitting of wrists. Say a button. Just

press it and slip out of it. Would you do

it?" I was holding out my hand point-

ing to the button.

He leaned away and smiled and
shook head. Looked at me and

laughed, eyes sparking rugged, good-

looking man.

Eye said, "A French writer named
Sartre once said that there is only one

issue in life. To kill yourself or not."

He grinned. "Yeah. But wasn't it a
French writer who said that?"

"Yeah. I said French. Name of

Sartre."

"That's right. That's the fellow.

Sartre."

Eye was wondering to myself, was
it Camus? Who is this guy anywav?

"Well if there's no good or bad.

What is there?"

Eye looked up at the sun. "There's

energy. That's all there is. It comes in

all sorts of pretty packages. You can
groove behind it or struggle with it.

Or call it different names or assign

different emotional meanings to it. But
that doesn't affect it. I like those mo-
ments when you are in the flow of it.

Not happy up or sad down. But with it.

Being energy. Serene bliss. Those are

the moments."

He nodded.

"Like right now. We had it going
for a second here in the sunshine."

He listen not response.

"What's your name."
"My name is uncouth."

"What! Common!"
"Well that's not my original name,

but that's what people call me."
"Do you know what uncouth

means?"

"Yeah. It means gross. Crude. You
told me that."

71
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"I told you that!"

"Sine I enme up to you and uked
you whal < -01 1 1 li meant. And you said

i fn< outh irir.ins j^k.ss or crude ' but

v«hi didn't know what couth meant

WRITE COLLAR CRIME

As in' type these notes alway<

aware tint eye am committing illegal

act. Constant glancing up reflex of in

security. These notes are contraband

Yon reader. Watch out!

April27,'70Chino
Alter breakfast sturdy, executh

elite con named Milton. The sergeant

clerk u.ilk to bed. "Leary. Were y< .

expecting some kind of Supreme ( lot

action?"

"Yes, as a matter of fact, I sliou

hear today."

"Well 1 just heard on the radio th t

the} shot you down. Denied your aj

peal. You and Huey Newton."
Don't remember what said.

"Sorry to tell you bluntly this way,

hut you might as well know about it

right away."

"It's all up to Justice Douglas now,"

eye sad.

Spent the daze of gloom. Our life

now depends upon one man with a

pace-making machine in noble heart.

William O. Douglas Naturalist. Rebel.

Friend of youth. Mountain man.

Liberal. Outspoken libertarian. Solace

of persecuted. Last hope oi friendless.

Husband of young girl. Hiker. Protec-

tor of wild flowers and clear mountain

streams.

Brother called to third floor window
looking down lawn be low. "See the

gopher. I've been watching him dig

that hole for a week." just inside wire

fence near road where prison buses

imcourt-excourt green grass covered

with brown earth. Thin white-gre)

rodent pushing dirt with tiny hands.

Glimpse around duck back in.

"Think he's trying to escape?"

"He's making a warm nest for his

lady and the kills. Poor guy. He doc- I

know he's inside the prison walls."

"He ain't in prison. He don't kn<

what prison is."

"Wait until the guard in the

tower sees him."

"They'd enjoy shooting him.

they'll gas him."

"Had some on my lawn once. 1 '

chemical down the hole to get th<

but instead it killed a whole row (

flowers."

Watching little gopher father

nocentK. dearly preparing home
I

his children Inside the prison walls.

Extra-terrestrial observer watching us

D
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13 News Line Computer that buys like Babbitt predicts consumer behavior; only black

supermen make it in professional sports—second-stringers tend to be white; psychologists
are sexists, too; and other items.

26 Stimulus/Response: Marcuse and Reich Are Wrong About Sex Both Wilhelm
Reich and Herbert Marcuse have built their theories on the weakest part of the Freudian
framework. They reject the ego and neglect love.

33 The Savagery of Good Will, an Introduction

35 Commune: A Walden-Two Experiment A candid and intimate account of com-
mune life at Twin Oaks, where a dedicated group has for five years run a community on
lines laid down by B. F. Skinner.

38 Commune Roll Call

40 Kat Kinkade of Twin Oaks-a Sketch

44 The Urban Vigilante Some citizen patrols help the police, others hinder them. But all

are coming back into favor, especially with the young, the black, and the less-educated.

52 The Principles & Practice of Hedonic Psychology The herald of the hedonic
age urges that the psychologist become "the paragon of the ecstatic, liberated, erotic,

turned-on person." His role: to "decondition" people, thereby increasing pleasure.

54 Tim the Unsinkable, a Short, Excellent Biography of Timothy Leary

60 "Aristocrats Have Always Been Sons of Bitches" A Conversation with Kenneth
E. Boulding. The economist who invented eiconics talks about aristocratization, the dismal

state of economics, socialism, capitalism, education and about the strength of religion in

today's world.

62 Boulding—Economist of Love & Hate—a Sketch.

71 Mixed Marriage This in-depth study of 20 black-white marriages explores daily life

in mixed marriage, reveals problems with family, friends and community, and undercuts

misconceptions.

72 "A Raw Power Question" Despite all the diatribes demagogues have hurled at inter-

racial marriage, it's here to stay. A look at the implications for society.
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The Principles
& Practice
ofHedonic
Psychology

and an
explication

of the seven
levels of

consciousness

(pleasure)
by Timothy Leary
PSY( HOLOGY, WHOSE RIGHTF

task it in to tree man to grow in wis-

dom and to experience -acred pleasure

has increasing!) sought instead to -undue

In m to efficient social routines To imple-

ment the coal- of the state it serves

through control of the apparatus of con-

ditioning psychology has become more

. wi m - 'rol

1 hrough tin adm i of a vu

-•.stem hascd "i-h

mcni it i. - - u Isc

toward hecdom and pU h nai i

technical puihl i to 1

the rai Irom : leaking out i i the i mdi

turning cage

I'm chnhuj-t- p-\i liiatii-i- cducatois

and clergymen like oihei inllm ntial

members ol the cultural establishment,

are expet ted to he pai igons ;
' li n i il

values they seek to impli ineni I hus

chologist.s nl tin 1* mechanical age u-nd

I
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Tim the Unsinkable
by Charles W. Slack

A Short, Excellent Biography
of Timothy Leary

Nothing so disturbs a bishop as a

saint in the parish, said the late

Norbert Wiener. Secularly, nothing

so disturbs the Establishment as a man
who refuses to go through established

channels. Such a man is a level above

ordinary rules of success and failure. .

.

or he thinks he is.

For the past 10 years, Timothy Leary

has proclaimed that he has the shortcut,

the instant inside track, the philosopher's

stone, not only for attaining liberty,

happiness and life-that-seems-ever-

lasting but also for gaining artistic

creativity, political freedom, and spiritual

awakening—complete spiritual

awakening. That answer: lsd and the

other hallucinogenic drugs.

Of course, nothing disturbs the dean of

a college like a lecturer who quits going

to class and just hands out the ultimate

answer to his students. However, it took

Harvard three years to give Leary the ax.

Anyhow, by the time he got fired, in 1963,

Leary didn't care. He bounced back to

become a leader of untold numbers of

mostly young people who, themselves,

left school to become living accusations

against the reigning institutions of culture

and politics. From unemployed teacher to

symbol of the counterculture. This was
more like it! Carrying on through the

'60s, Leary successfully: 1) planted the

seeds of the hippie movement or at

least its East-Coast branch; 2) helped

promote the use of marijuana by

millions; 3) gave lsd and other hallu-

cinatory drugs to hundreds; 4) beat a

couple of drug raps and, when he finally

was arrested, convicted and sentenced,

escaped from his California prison,

5) managed to live off the land ot, at

least, off his wits, without much visible

means of support tor most of the decade;

and 6) remained continually in the public

eye, all the while sharing personal at:

quaintance with a few of the richest people

in the world and many celebrities of the

arts, theater, and radical politics, that in-

group that is on the outs with bour-

geoisie America— in what Tom Wolfe

calls "radical chic."

Less successful were Leary's attempts

to start, in 1 960, his own psychological

association; in 1 963, his own foundation;

in 1965, his own religion; in 1966, his own
magazine; in 1 967, his own Indian tribe;

in 1 968, his own country; in 1 971 , hi

own "declared war on the United Str

urging ... "not just bomb the rotcs

. .
." but "escalate the violence . . . t

hijacking planes . . . kidnap promine

sports figures and television and
Hollywood people. . .

" (in order to fi .;

then-jailed Bobby Seale). It is

characteristic of Leary that he moves
from each resounding factual defeat to a

new idealistic view of himself and the

world, thus "upleveling" (his word)

failure into success. Timothy Leary is not

easy to sink.

In between pronunciamientos and

position papers, running for governor of

California and running from the police of

three or four countries, he dashed off four

books— not good books, but interesting

ones with slapdash pseudoscience,

altisonant alliteration and panegyrics for

histurned-on celebrity friends.

Like other scandalous hedonists from

De Sade to Mae West, Leary-in-fact pales

a bit beside the Leary image that he and

his fans created and that his enemies—
"the forces of middle-aged, middle-class

America"— unfittingly project onto him.

Despite the derring-do of his prison

escape (minimum security, mind you),

Leary-in-fact is a charming, very friendly,

decidedly nonviolent person, usually in

control even when he is high as a kite . . .

a good guy, pleasant con-man,

wonderful host, warm human being and

good conversationalist. However, in his

writing and in person, in everything he

says and does, eventually it seems to I-: -k

out, somehow, that he has the answer

and you don 7. Even between the lines',

his essay in this issue, neissexy-in-

ecstasy whereas you are anxious and

impotent. He is up and you are down. 'i

nya-nya, nya. Tim is thumbing his nos< i

you squares. Subtly it creeps up on yoi.

He has powerful friends and you don 't.

switched-on in-crowd celebrity friends

high-all-the-time-and-getting-away-wit

it friends, zonked and paying no penalty

Infuriating, absolutely infuriating!

Anyhow, that's one impression. That';-

one Timothy Leary, the image. It was the

image that U.S. District Judge Ben

Connaly had in mind in Houston, Texas,

on Monday, March 2, 1970 when he

doled out twice the minimum sentence



use "He [Leary] poses j thre.it to

mmunity. openly advocates

m . poses a danger ' Likewise,

ia Ana, California, Superior Court

ji .
r on McMillan refused to set bail

y in March 1 970 because of his

ing him "an insidious

to society and a "pleasure-

sponsible Madison-Avenue

of the free use of drugs." Thus,

i bit of doubt that, because of

ti ge, Leary got a total of 20 ye

on of an ounce of grass This

: 1
1jge ' fact ambivalence showed

reports from one of his

witzerland, where some
author ties refused extradition believing

e been harshly sentenced in

for a minor offense, while other

authorities asked him to leave because

he was a bad example to youth

The real Timothy Leary was born in

.gdeid. Massachusetts in 1920, of a

devout Catholic mother and a military-

medico father (Eisenhower's dentist).

indsome, smart, rebellious Army

brat grew into a handsome, smart,

rebellious adolescent (raised largely by

mother and an aunt while father was
away) He entered Holy Cross College in

1938 but soon dropped out. He upleveled

that failure by getting appointed to West

Point, but there he lasted only 1 8 months.

m 1 94 1 Leary showed up at the

University of Alabama which, then as
;1ow. happened to have a strong

department of psychology. This was
more like it! Leary joined an elite

fraternity Theta Chi, made high grades,

and bnc;ged to his fraternity brothers

ato I "V-ng-it-up in the girls' dorm at

' and was caught and

! He upleveled this defeat by

the Army as a psychologist.

• the War in a Pennsylvania

nd by 1 950 had acquired his

. ial meal tickets for American

>gy an MS from Washington

versify and a Ph.D. from the

California at Berkeley

he

s career from 1 950 until 1 960

j the rise of modern clinical

PsV jgy the hope and fervent belief

,hat
i .r.thing called "scientific

would, someday, somehow.
Prov rJo relief for the mentally ill and
,reedom for the rest of us from the pains

01 Prejudice, interpersonal strife, and
n9"t-wing authoritarianism

Arnoncan psychology -sturdy.

v^aiisfir.al, functional and military drat)

had a wartime affaii with somi

intellectual, and mysterious I

refugees field theory, Geslalt theory

and psyct

War, in love with the new theories,

psychology was ready to tackle mental

illness and other social problems. The

Government and the rich foundations

toined the fight Money came in This was

more like it With cash flowing freely from

the Veterans Administration and other

sources, clinical psychology began to

growexpone; ghteningly,

thought a few square traditionalists. One
wag labeled it all "the leisure of the

theory class" with "conspicuous

assumptions."

The 50s were fast-growth heydays of

clinical psychology everywhere, but

Harvard and Berkeley were number one

and number two. Not surprisingly, Leary

made it at both, first at Berkeley and then,

after a prolonged sabbatical in sunny

Spain, at the Harvard hub— the center of

the clinical in-crowd. "Theory Leary,"

the graduate students called him: a very

embodiment of his own interpersonal

hypotheses, unflappable with hostile

patients, facile in debate with hard-

heads, handling authoritarian

psychiatrists with disdainful aplomb,

generally fearless, even reckless— the

perfect clinical psychologist of 1 959-

1 960, the year the doubts crept in.

You see, when you got right down to it,

nobody had been legitimately cured.

There were no miracle methods.

Statistics showed that one third got

better, one third got worse and one third

remained the same—no matter what the

Theory was.

Further, along with the rise in clinical

psychology, there was a rise in mental

illness, divorce, crime, and delinquency.

It was getting to be clear that Theory

had failed. And Leary was Theory.

In the summer of 1 960, beside the

swimming pool of a rented villa in sunny

Cuernavaca, Mexico, Leary-m-fact ate a

large dose of the Indians' sacred psilocy

bin mushrooms. This was more like it!

Psychologist Charles W Slack received a

PhD from Princeton University in 1904

He w.i', an assistant pi

psychology it Harvard in the pre lsd

thi n taught at Brooklyn College and

Columbia leai ge In 1970 he

mover) to lh( lyol Alabama at

Birmingham where hi orof

education and a edical

school. Slack ha ;earchon

teaching machines and sell instruction,

omputer-

medicine He is working on a book aboi it

Timothy Leary and the mad 19]

be highly ovi u onditioned, industriou

convt ntionally un uous and dom
in ati 'I si rvants "t tin itatc I Ins is not

Mist the H still ill tin ominous di pi ml

i in i
ot tin avi torcduca

tor on tin St. in or i edcral ( lovcrnm

-itus and money, but moo di i pi) a

basic (conditioned) moral attitude ac

i epti 'I by thi professional

Pleasure. Hedonic psychology is the

science that studies natural, uncon
ditioncd behavior, natural, uncon
ditioncd experiencing and the relation

ship ot the natural unconditiom d to the

artificially conditioned It analyzes the

process of deconditioning the produc-

tion ot pleasure

Pleasure is the natural, unconditioned

state Neurological freedom Pleasurable

behavior is behavior that is uncon

ditioncd. Pleasure is unconditioned

awareness Wild.nul natural

As prime conditioner of his fellow

men, the psychologist or the educator

must be an exemplar of the virtues of his

era I le must he calm, serious, controlled,

sensibly liberal, genially cynical, smugly

pessimistic, and above all ultrarational.

To study the natural, unconditioned

state, to produce pleasure in his subjects,

to teach them freedom and to act himself

in a natural, hedonic manner would lead,

at once, to his excommunication

Freedom. Western civilization is now

mn\ ing beyond the mechanical age into a

new era of nonrepression and experien-

tial freedom. The hedonic wc Herbert

Marcuse [PT, February \") 7 \] and Nor-

man O. Brown [I'T. August 19?01 have

written convincing psychoanalytic stud-

ies of this new cultural phenomenon. Au-

tomation ends scarcity and raises the

dread specter ot increasing leisure. Tech-

nological affluence creates free time, with

the attendant dangers of disruptive pleas-

ure-seeking

Hut the rigid conditioning to productiv-

ity no longei works w itli the vounger gen-

eration [In. rewards ol the rat maze don t

make it I In I'rotestani work ethic is

being rejected b\ Luge numbers ol voting

people Sexual exploration l'la\ -\>n\ dis

play The politics of the street ["he use ot

deconditioning psvcliedclu drugs like

marijuana and i mi I he drop out philoso

ph\ I he cool psvi holog\ llu new i \

plosive tonus ol art designed to disrupt

old conditioned assoeiationsand liberate

youtli Imm the rewaul punishment pat

terns ol then patents

Swing. As the eultute i hanges, so docs

its psychology

As the society swings jwjv from repres

siou and control, so do its psychologists
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"The psychologist in the year 2001 will be the master ecstacist."

ami teachers. Hie task of hedonic psy

chology is to develop theories and

methods foi increasing pleasure, foi re

moving (01 suspending .it will) condi

tioned repressions, for designing replicahle

and measurable techniques foi enriching

sexual, esthetic, somatic, natural and

spiritual experience. To study natural,

unconditioned tonus ol communication

lo teach man how to get rich, to play

freely, to eroticize every aspect ol be-

havior, to develop more harmonious ways

ol living the ecstatic lite Hedonic

engineering

Paragon. It inevitably follows that the

role and style ol the social scientist is

changing hist .is the old Protestant-ethic

psychologist had to act in a respectable,

conventionally virtuous, cynically ra-

tional manner, so the hedonic psy-

chologist must exemplify the return to

hedonic values. In his encounters with

his fellow man he must be the paragon of

the ecstatic, Liberated, erotic, turned-on

person

The psychologist in the year 2001 will

be the master ecstacist. You will he able

to identify him by bis radiant vibrations.

After all, he has had four years of gradu-

ate training and has a Ph.D. in making

people feel good

Beat. The brief oscillations of human
events we call historical epochs (trivial

and transient compared to the evolution-

ary rhythm of species) follow the alter-

nating beat.

The basic social issues are always he-

donic. War, revolution, politics, tech

nology— all are irrelevant symptoms of

the underlying current. Loosen up

Tighten down.

Each historical epoch produces its re-

pressive hero perfectly balancing its he-

dome hero

Each historical epoch produces its cor-

responding hedonic religion, philosophy,

literature, ethics, law, music, art.

Each historical drama creates its

Torquemada and its Pied Piper.

Its own unique psychology of con-

trol and its own unique psychology of

pleasure.

Arrest. In a society governed by reward-

pain conditioning, the scientist who stud-

ies pleasure, who develops methods for

suspending conditioning and freeing nat-

ural impulses is, at best, suspect and dis-

credited. Usually he is persecuted vigor-

ously because he has threatened the

taboo by representing the one threat that

a mass-conditioned repressive culture

cannot tolerate. Warrants are issued for

the arrests ol Dionysus and |ohn Lennon

Marcusc, aftei summarizing Fricdrich

Schiller's program foi a nonrepressive,

free-gratification society, points out in

Eros and Civilization the inevitable re

sistancc ol the law-andordcr estah

hshment "The idealistic and esthetic

sublimations which picv.nl in Schiller's

work do not vitiate its radical implica-

tions lung recognized these implications

M\^\ was duly frightened by them He

wai t\cA t hat I he i ulc ol -play impulse

would bring about a release ol repression

which would ent.nl a 'depret i.iiion ol the

hitherto highest values,' a catastrophe ol

culture in .1 word, 'barbai ism

Prophets. Orpheus, early mythic

prophet ol the pleasure principle, was

torn to hits by enraged middle-aged

women Dionysus never received tenure.

The alchemists, along with then decondi-

tioning drugs—elixirs vitae—were driven

underground Friedrich Nietzsche had his

contract cancelled by CHS Hypnosis is a

classic technique for temporary altering

conditioning; no surprise that Mcsmer
was anathematized

In our own time, Wilhclm Reich,

whose rare genius is just beginning to be

recognized, died m a Federal prison. The

essence of his teaching is that neurosis,

psychosis, totalitarianism, and all other

social pathologies were the result of con-

ditioned restriction of sexual pleasure.

No orgasms or routine tiny spasm ejacu-

lations on the part ol a repressed citizenry

and its leaders His prescription for a

happy, free society: help people make-

love longer and better. Kick out the jams.

Nor can one torget the Dionysian oc-

cultist, Aleister Crowley, who in the first

decade of this century documented in

the pages of The Equinox his psy-

chological investigations of hashish, con

eluding that the drug possessed tre-

mendous decondit ion ing potential.

Crowley's "Do what thou wilt shall be the

whole of the Law" can be a very effective

deconditioning mantra for those trapped

in certain programed levels.

Outburst. Academic psychology is con-

cerned with conditioning man to accept

what Freud called the reality principle

and to eschew the pleasure principle In

this case we must note that Freud's appro-

priation of the term "reality" is com-

pletely misleading and even propagandis-

ts because it implies that only the

artificial, conditioned ontology of the cur-

rent social order is real; that natural pleas-

ure is somehow not real but rather a hal-

lucination, or even a psychotic outburst.

Freud's reality principle would be more

correctly designated the conditioned ,,.

ward pain principle The key to social

conditioning is that you are rewarded for

conforming and painfully punished
if

you do not. Reward pain is real on,
, with

the narrow ontological limits of tin t>;i >

chial social order, i.e., the rat rnazi i'|
, v

ure, based on sensory, somatic,
, ;<lr i

and bioelectrical processes, is a re
,f

another order

The entire range of pleasurable •
:

...

riences, of natural, unconditioni
, .,.

counters, has gone unstudied, unl

uncle lined. Most unconditiom :1

lie nee is relegated to an a mo
5

wastepaper basket. Primary proc

lucination, delusion, polymorpl

versity taboo Indeed, until thi psy-

chedelic movement of the past di cade,

unconditioned behavior and uncon-

ditioned experience was considered ipso

facto schizophrenic

Levels. As our,society begins to mellow

and allow more and more natural, uncon-

ditioned behavior, and as hedonism be-

comes socially acceptable, we can expect

an efflorescence of personality systems

and psychological models that will clas-

sify and correlate the many varieties of

unconditioned hedonic response in the

same way that Minnesota Multiphasic

Personality Inventory scales, Freudian

variables, psychiatric nosologies, and per-

sonality tests categorize the conditioned

modes of repression and sublimation In

order to study the human situation it is

necessary to have systematic knowledge

about the varieties of natural, uncon-

ditioned hedonic responses and how they

interact with conditioned responses in

experience and behavior.

As a preliminary attempt at system-

atizing or diagnosing experiences and re-

lating the unconditioned to the condi-

tioned it is useful to consider seven levels

of consciousness. Each of these lev< Is is

based upon observable neuroanatomical,

neurophysiological, and psychoph

cological factors

The seven levels of pleasure:

LEVEL 7: UNCONSCIOUSNESS—IT

turninc off. Sleep or coma
sciousness localized in the sleep ^

and brought about by narcotic bio

icals produced exogenouslv bv n.

drugs.

LEVEL 6: CONDITIONED EMOTION
CITEMENT. Emergency consciousness ;

cated in the mid-brain. Affective respon-

ses are mediated by the sympathetic

nervous system and produced bv condi-

1

3
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"Sensory behavioi need not be disruptive oi social games."
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Th seven levels of pleasure and their relationship to the so-called
r ly principle and the pleasure principle:

7"nconsciousness

6

5

Emotional excitement

Socially conditioned
reward

Level A Sensory delight

4
Level r\ Somatic rapture

3
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Level r\ Genetic transcendence

2
Level "I Neuroelectrical ecstasy
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Conditioned experiences

based on reward-punishment

(reality) principle comprising

the subject matter of

modern psychology.

Polymorphous erotic,

natural and unconditioned

pleasure based on the

pleasure principle,

almost entirely ignored

by modern psychology.

loncd responses that excite the sympa-

thetic endocrine systems to mobilize bod-

m r actions I he emotions ol fear

J nd rage can be triggered by emotion-

stimulating druji

V CONDITIONED SOCIAL

Perceptions and actions that

rt, symbolic, reward oriented

ing located in the cerebral cor-

ited by the centr.il nervous sys-

nieally facilitated by serotonin

nicals, and enhanced by stimu-

energizcrs

I UNCONDITIONED SENSORY

Consciousness located in the

;ans, mediated by the afferent

.stun and specific biochemical

es, enhanced by psychedelic

h as marijuana and by Yoga and

rms of sensory training

\ SOMATIC RAPTURE. Con

ncss located in the para
v

' n)
!

• lie tic nervous system mediated by

ropriatc endocrinesand enhanced

and In ilss. and by forms ol Yoga
" (

(

' is Knndalini
,f Vl| ;. GENETIC TRANSt l-NDI NCI .

n
(),^< imisiiess located in the dna, me

'''"'' -d by una involving lh» conv« rsa

ti

ti

t\

.i

Dl

sen

dn

oth

tion between the genetic code and the

cell-building proteins which create the

body, as well as the (as vet, hypothetical!

conversation between dna and the d

oped nervous system (I refer to what

( G fung called the collective oi racial

unconscious Had he been alive aftci the

work of lames Dewey Watson and f raneis

Harrv Crick, he would have seen quickly

the connection between dna and his

reincarnation archetypes In designing

each unique body with its unique bio-

chemical, endocrine-musculature make

up, the DNA code i n ates a nivthie role

male female, musculai trail, comely ugly,

healthy-sickly, energetic-passive somato

type ) Certain psy chedelie drugs (LSD, p.si

locybin, mescaline) seem to produce in

sights on ibis 1 1 vi I ol consciousness

I I VII I Ml LIRI 'MM I'KK AI MSI \SY

I . \

P

l ii'm i d during epileptic sei ur<

electroconvulsive shock, and moments ol

ecstatic revelation consistent^ rcpoiicd

to be aei (imp. inii .1 In light, illumination,

dei tru al energy en I Ins level ol con

seiousiiess can be induced In electrical

brain stimulation .\\n\ In i si) and si v

Focus. In considering these sewn lev

els it is important to note (hat modern

on< erns itself exclusively

With levels five, six and seven and ills

ids the Othl i tour, which are vaguely

sensed n> be psyt hopathologii al

Inside. It will be seen that Level six and
I evel five \\ hich attract the most atl

tion from oui departments oi psychol

and education comprise what Freud
called the reality principle

I lu studs ol I evel foui has been al

most totally neglected since the days ol

introspectionism Recently, avant garde

psychologists such as Wilham Schutz
have focused their work on the arousal

and control ol unconditioned sensations

I be study ol level three, heightened

awareness and precise control of inner-

body functions, remains the province of

oriental Yo^is, Tantrik Hindus and
Buddhists, and health and diet cultists

Academic psychologists still have no con-

ception of the possibility of expanding

awareness into somatic conversations.

Level two has been studied in detail by

fung as racial archetypes

Level one has attracted little scientific

attention

Behavior. We have just considered

seven varieties of pleasure, both condi-

tioned and natural Hut consciousness has

remained an elusive phenomenon for sci

entific psychologists, experienced nor

mallv with visible and measurable behav-

ior Behavior is movement in space-time.

Measurement of behavior is accom-

plished bv the recording of movement by

some rcplicable system and the locating

in space time the movements by some
s\ si, in of objective indices

There are many systems of classifying

behavior most of them based on subjec-

tive or objective appraisals of the socially

conditioned came in which the subject is

involved, i.c the tvpc of soeiallv condi-

tioned performance he exhibits in the

immediate future more conditioned

pleasurable experiencing, mote uncon-

ditioned pleasure oriented behavior and

more unconditioned, hedonic encoun-

ti is ate going to oeeui which requires the

expansion ol oui present systems ol clas-

siM ing hell. iv lor

List. \\\ can usuallv recognize behav ioi

ib.it i. comatose, emotional or soeiallv

conditioned but bow can we diagnose be

havioi designed io produce uncon-
ditioned pleasures' \s Immauucl Kant

said "One can establish umvi rsa I laws of

sensiioiisnes.s jusi as one can establish

univeis.il laws ,>i understanding i.e.,

there is a sci« nee ol senstunisncs.s

•\ convenient \\.i\ to cI.ismM do-. e\

I
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flic person writhing in rapturous abandon to somatic sensations is violating a titboo of Western culture."

p.iinK'il range of human behavioi is to use

die seven levels of experienced pleasure

I lie seven levels

I.F.VEL 7 Sleep; little behavior except

random movements

LEVEL 6: Conditioned emotional be

havioi leading to excited explosion.

LEVEL 5 Conditioned social behavior

leading to reward

LEVEL 4 Sensory behavior leading to

delight

LEVEL 3 Somatic behavior leading to

i apt a re

ii vi I 2: Genetic behavior leading to

transcendence

LEVEl I Neuroelectrical behavior lead-

ing to ecstasy

looking at this list we are again re-

minded that until recently, only three

levels (sleep emotions, and social condi-

tioning) were considered within the

scope ot normal psychology, or even

within the scope of conceivable activity

Thus, there are tew nonmoralistic con-

cepts of our psychological language to de-

scribe accurately the nonconditioned

forms of behavior.

Delight. Sensory behavior is character

ized by two unmistakable signs First, the

absence of the expected social reaction.

Second, the presence of movements and

postures that focus on sensory input and

on external sense organs and that express

delight It should be pointed out that sen-

sory behavior need not be disruptive of

social games Indeed there are certain so-

cial sequences that are facilitated by

heightened sensory awareness and appro-

priate sensory behavior. Any form of cre-

ativity and almost every form of physical

performance can be improved by height-

ening sensory awareness. A well-publi-

cized study by Andrew Weil, M.D. [see

"The Natural Mind," pt, October], done

at Boston University Medical School,

demonstrated that experienced subjects

who smoked marijuana (a drug that spe-

cifically enhances sensory awareness) in

a double-blind experiment were more ef-

fective in hand-eye coordination exer-

cises at the same time their ability to

conduct "logical" conversations slid "off

into irrelevant tangents" because grass

smokers tend to be present-oriented. This

experiment confirms that tasks that in-

volve attention to sensory cues and pres-

ent orientation may be performed more
effectively by those who know how to ex-

perience and behave at Level four. In the

future, not only will the taboo against

open expression of sensuality be dropped;

all work will become sensualized. So-

matic behavioi is also easily observable.

First, the detachment from socially con-

ditioned responses; second, the gestures,

postures and movements that focus on

the autonomic nervous system The sex-

ual, eliminativc and digestive centers are

the most obvious examples Such behav-

ior, ol course, is shrouded by taboo if

pleasurable, but excused if painful The

person writhing in bodily pain has had

Ins mind copped by autonomic nervous-

system messages He is quickly removed

from sight, hospitalized The person

writhing in rapturous abandon to pleas-

urable somatic sensations is violating a

taboo ol Western culture; lie is quickly

removed I mm sight and locked up

Genetic behavior can be discriminated

by the trained observer. You are behaving

in response to genetic conditioning when
conditioned emotions And social reflexes

are suspended. You arc enacting your

mythic role, acting the part that the DNA
code designed you to play.

dna. Western intellectuals and modern

psychologists find it difficult to under-

stand the concept of genetic conditioning

and racial behavior, in spite of the bril-

liant descriptions of this most important

level of the psvchc provided by lung. Our
society is so mechanized and standard-

ized, our educational practices so geared

to sameness and replicability, that natu-

ral genetic differences among men are

depreciated. By genetic differences I refer

to endowed constitutional factors de-

signed by DNA to prepare each individual

for a specific basic role in the primate

group.

In designing bodies, it is obvious that

DNA shuffles certain physical character-

istics according to statistical probability,

insuring that a certain percentage of psy-

chophysical types are produced to fulfill

the varied needs of the tribal community.
The first and most obvious DNA strategy

is the division into sexes to insure propa-

gation Certain males are endowed with

muscular proportions and a trigger-fast,

restless endocrine nervous system pre-

paring them for the role of warrior. Other

skeletal-endocrine types are designed to

play out the less aggressive genetic roles

required for the protection of our primate

species. The teacher. The artist. The
healer. The prophet.

These role-determining biological fac-

tors are genetically conditioned by mech-
anisms which biogeneticists are now de-

coding. In a highly civilized (i.e.,

overconditioned) society, genetic roles

are usually blocked or overlaid by emo-

tional and social conditioning 1 bus an

intrapsychic conflict develops between

the biological person and the conditioned

person The strong, aggressive boy is con

ditioned by his mother to fear, condi

tioned to a social role that demands docile

obedience. In Western culture the geneti
:

personality usually remains hidden

throughout life, its presence betrayed b\

symptoms and preoccupations that [unj

Kin analysts know best how to decipher

Break. If the overdomesticated person

manages, through chemical or traumatii

circumstance, to suspend his con

tioning, then the mythic personality

emerge. This happens regularly in th

case of the so-called schizophrenic hn. i

down The socially conditioned struct,. i

snaps and the individual is overwhelm* J

by nonconditioned levels of experi

cueing. He shows the typical pre-

occupation with sensory input, with

somatic function, and generally mani-

fests a role disturbingly alien to the condi-

tioned culture. Moderate doses of LSD

and mescaline can produce the same ef-

fects, which, being voluntarily produced,

are intensely pleasurable.

A most common feature of psychedelic

sessions is the experience of a powerful

encounter with a personage from one's

distant past. Just to make matters more

complex, it seems likely that more than

one role is encoded in the dna-rna li-

brary. Subjects often report experiencing

several genetic or mythic roles during

psychedelic sessions. And to make mat-

ters more delicate, some of these can be

infrahuman.

Neuroelectric behavior is the result of

the liberation of the cortex from neuro-

logical messages upon most neural tracts

mediating sleep, emotions, socially

learned conditioning, sensory input,

somatic plexus, and genetic predisposi-

tions. The brain is stimulus-free, not

dominated by any stimuli outside ot

itself, and is swept by rhythmic, ecstatic

pulsations.

It is easy to recognize when anoti i

person is at Level one. He is complete >

involved in his own cortical energy a

nothing else. Such behavior is called i

leptic, possessed, psychotic, catatonic

ecstatic

The four levels of sensory, somat

genetic and ecstatic are conventional

considered weird, dangerous, or patholu..

ical. Nonetheless, they have continued i<

be prized by sensualists, Yogis, mystic.

and ecstaticists seeking delight, rapture

transcendence and ecstasy. fj
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input

From Timothy Leary: The Principles &
Practice of Hedonic Psychology

[~J Thank you for sending me the January

Psychology Today. Your "deep-hued, flashy

and fleeting" version of Hedonic Psychology

is most welcomed by me and I hope by other

readers who find themselves in any kind of

gray, drab, static solitary confinement, penal

or otherwise.

The short biographic comique by Professor

Charles Slack predictably played up the

"derring-do," lurid, headline image of rebel

heroics and diabolics.

But for Psychology Today readers eligible

for jury duty and conceptually able to go

beyond the "warm human being" behind the

rebel facade may some defense testimony be

offered ?

1 From the time he left Harvard in 1 960 I

have intersected the orbit of Charles Slack on

a few unpremeditated occasions. During our

first collision (1962), I administered lysergic

acid to Slack at the home of a prominent jazz

musician as part of a creativity research.

During our second post-Harvard meeting

(1 968), I administered lsd to Slack en route to

the apartment of some San Francisco Hell's

Angels, as part of a research on nonviolence.

The successful results of both researches

have been well-broadcast. An unexpected

side effect of these two experiences of

Professor Slack apparently was to encourage

him to become a part-time biographer.

Unhappily most of Charlie's data come from

Newsweek clippings.

2 Unhappily for me at least because

Professor Slack's breathless narrative renders

a wounding injustice to one of my seven most

precious self-images, that of the hardheaded,

objective scientist

My epistemological defense appeals to the

rules of psy phi (Science Fiction) I have

conducted and reported in the scientific

literature large sample investigations on:

psychiatric diagnosis, interpersonal diagnosis,

outcome of therapy, psychosomatic indices,

group process, assessment of divinity

students, psychotics, top-management

executives, analysis of psychotherapy

process, existential-transactional methods of

behavior change, etc., as well as controlled

studies on the effects of psychedelic drug

ingestion on divinity students, maximum-

security prisoners, artists, musicians,

homosexuals, alcoholics, heroin addicts,

neurotics, etc In the course of these

experiments I have developed many

methodologies still used by other researchers

My posture in most of these studies has been

rigorously behavioral and conventionally

statistical.

It is true that, in the Wittgensteinian sense,

my interpretations of my data and data

reported by geneticists, ethologists,

neurologists, etc. are completely fictional and

"pseudoscientific." I was led, as Slack

alleges, to start and stop several religions, a

few Utopian communities, form a government

here and there, declare war and sue for

peace, run for governor, run from the fbi, run

with the Weathermen, etc. But look at what

fictions Skinner wrought from his facts 1

Perhaps the history of science can remind

us that it is often the investigator most faithful

to his data who can afford to go farthest Out in

self-conscious speculation. Gustav Fechner

has always been my personal professional

hero

After all, I have probably taken and given

psychedelic drugs more than any other

"scientist" in the world. Does painstaking,

diligent year-after-year collection of data in

the widest possible contexts of set and setting

suddenly disqualify? Has not every study of

Government drug-education programs

demonstrated that "users" know more than

self-appointed "experts" 9 [See "Preventive

Programs Are a Bum Trip," pt, January]

3 Which brings us to the acid-test question.

Exactly what have I said about drug use9 Can

Charlie Slack really resuscitate the lazy old

libel that I have advocated the indiscriminate

use of lsd as "the answer" to anything or

everything9

My examination of all the available data on

psychoactive drugs leads me to the following

psy phi opinions:

a Drugs now exist that can alter human

consciousness in any direction, good or bad,

defined by current psychological barometers.

And beyond

b The philosophic ethical and political

implications of consciousness alteration, by

drugs or other means, is so traumatic to

current uneasy orthodoxies (Marxian,

Christian, mechanico-matenalistic) that it will

require at least one generation to apply what

we now know about neuropharmacology

c The basic issue is not what drugs can do

or cannot do, but the incredible potentiality of

the nervous system—to sequentially imprint, to

serially reimprmt, to decondition, to short-

circuit conditioned synaptic patterns, to deal

with wide spectra of multichannel stimuli

simultaneously, to speed up. to communicate

electrically, to receive and broadcast

telepathically. to respond to periodic changes

in "atmosphere." etc Every nervous system is

as complex and as unique within, as any

galaxy without

d Understanding and precis*? control of the

nervous system is the central scientific issue

of the next era-which might usefully be called

the Neurological Age

e And drugs might be called the alphabet of

ly you

s /our

ide

omir

-;w

neurological literacy. To teach your

to use their nervous systems scient

begin by saying. "A is for alcohol.

,

mood. B is for benzedrine, speedy

C is for cocaine, sexy like ice. D is I

addiction's not nice." Dope's no bi

"Dopers" are the boring pedants ol

age. (In other unpublished essays I i i

applied the Emsteinian and Lorentzi.

transformations to the deeper issue;, of time

dilation and time contraction at different rates

of consciousness.)

f The big deal is, of course, electrical (local

and electronic (distant) brain stimulation. The

medium is the message within neurological

time as without in McLuhan space, and drugs

will soon become academic, educational and

esthetic toys. Let those who cry "crutch" or

"artificial" divest themselves of every other

"blessing" of technology and then we'll talk

ethnobotany.

g The big issue is control. Who will press

the neurological buttons? The State or the

individual 9 Americans really are innocent,

even virginal, about totalitarianism. I

discovered this painfully trying to get my

passport back from Maoist Cleaver and an ex

visa (!) from socialist Algeria, and joyfully in

Europe where most intellectuals have read

Politics of Ecstasy and can accept me as a

philosopher made all the more respectable fo

Federal persecution. My ultraconservative

lawyer in Zurich has two client pictures in his

office. Mine and Solzhenitsyn's. Can you dig

the liberal European perspective about public

control of anything that anyone does

privately?

h Oh, yes, about lsd. For 1 years I have

chanted the same mantras, lsd is the most

powerful psychotropic agent yet discc* ered.

is dangerous when used by the weak the

neurotically rigid, the ugly, the unendu ved,

the untutored. Its use might logically b

licensed by the Government the way

pilots or astronauts are licensed. In th

Neurological Age, personal politics w

out to be very undemocratic The Ag-

Genetics to follow will be even more

aristocratic. Let the present note anv

future recall that I have never advoc.i

cure-all panacea nor encouraged an

of the goodness ot man or instant de

enlightenment Neurological freedon

total responsibility for the reality one

experiences. My "I" sees precisely w:

chooses to look at

4 The Psychology Today article on

Psychology was based oi\ lectures yi^ 1 "

during the political days ot 1969 and recently

edited by well-meaning friends Psychology

Tod, iv readers interested in receiving mure

plane
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Timothy J Leary

San i in-. Obispo

Charles W. Slack Replies:

Let me state the follow

a Hook lsd from Leary m i'».
it i

the home of a promin< in At

' .'ity

LSD

was legal then, as were psilocybm and dmt,

it which I tried once or twice

bid to the

'men! of some San Francisco Hell's

Angels" in 1 968 I did visit Leary in Berkeley

for about a week in March of that year I never

saw a Hell's Angel and did not. knowi

take any lsd I saw (and took) some ot

things on my visit, however, and am busy

i about them under the working title

"The Mad '60s. or Was It St Andreas' Fault

Ve Thought California Was Going to

Slide Into the Pacific 7
"

c None of my facts came from Newsweek I

don't think Newsweek has ever been

particularly interested in Leary

d I heard from Gustav Fechner recently He

returns from the dead each year on Ash

Wednesday Eve to whisper to me the name of

the one psychologist who. during the year,

has made the greatest contribution toward

reducing the Standard Error of Measurement.

Never once did he so much as breathe

Leary s name to me in that connection

Regarding Leary as a scientist. I have been

inspired to write the following clitt

,

I'm a scientist from the big city

I study the real nitty-gritty

Just to make my point

III smoke me a joint

And impress the Nobel Committee

e Bless my soul 1 Did I imply that Leary once

advocated indiscriminate use of lsd by

.t)ody ,;, Sorrv Why. time after time. Leary

told me, "Charlie. I do not advocate the

ind

inly the discriminate

iif of everybody on Earth

M< opposed

to the '.n to mai ectsand .

i / quiti

ibout its value as ferti nee caught

philodendron and shouted Sti pp!" '

I

.-. rd attested eloquently to his inspired

. little to get high

The Medical ( tenter

University of Alabama in Birmingham

The Sexual Fantasies ot Women

[ J
(wo out ot three suburl

interviewed by a psy< hologisl n have

imagined during lovemakuig that then partnei

hand
[Man

E. Bai ton.a Ph D psy<

.elor, see

'hanced

She differs Iron
I

Freudians that erotic fantasies are

"escapism" or a sign of "immaturity

device to put psychological distarn/

elves and their partr •

Psychology is dominated by ma
find it impossible to believe that m
women might have fantasies during

ourse," commented Dr Hariton, a

suburban housewife and mother

"One of the most important finding'

that erotic fantasies did not indicate n a

maladjustment," said Dr Hariton. "Woi

who had positive thoughts about their

husbands during intercourse were just as

likely to have erotic fantasies as those having

negative thoughts about their mates
'

She also found that women who fantasized

a great deal were more likely to have creative

personalities The seven percent who never

had fantasies were bland

New
Chicago

Sheer porn-

Auburn. Neb

Sandra J Mile

] How do we know that Hanton's

respondents are not also fantasizing when

they answer her questionnaire9

Val R Lorwin

University of Oregc

Eugene

J I fantasize my husband with another

woman (or more) while I'm either watching o

joining in. The only thing that makes me horr

hat I'm making my husband horn

by thinking what I think he might enjoy li Km

of goes m a circle because he gets horny

when he knows I'm thinking of my fantasies

you can make any sense out of that

?

know is that it works

[Name

W

1 was raped recently, and whal

most upsetting to me m the whole exp>

the police persons, lawyers and m es

who all had the notion that women ,\ ml t>

raped and that I must be fabricating my >ry

While I do not doubt the results that m. iy

women get turned on by that fantasy or' ol

the consequences is to reinforce a myth 'iat

is not trii'' for me and many othei

know. Ihe myth that it turns women on ti

fantasize and actu ili/e being taken h,

; overpowered, forced and made to

submit

|
Name

W

[ J
I Ihink these t.int.isi/inq ladies would be

it Iheir energies '

{Continued |
i
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(THOUGHTS ON WATERGATE)

Editors/Nixon's Watergate henchmen were
operating under a standard American as-

sumption. Since the days of the Foreign
Agent Registration Act and before, Ameri-
cans have assumed that radicals who wanted
to change the political or economic system
of the country in any basic way were advo-

cating the destruction of the country itself

or its takeover by a foreign power, and were
therefore outside the realm of politics

proper. Whereas in most non-fascist coun-
tries the name "socialist" is a proud boast,

here socialism is more likely to be thought
of as a deadly disease than as a political/

economic theory.

Neither Johnson nor Nixon perceived

the upheaval of the '60s as political in any
way they could understand, and jt was quite

natural for Nixon to see all that unrest, as

inspired by foreign powers. Make the iden-

tification of the mildly reformist George
McGovern with those "liberal communists"
exercising their First Amendment rights to

petition the government for the redress of

grievances, and you have all the justification

you need for violating both the law and the

Constitution to ensure the Democratic
nominee's defeat. From this point of view,

the McGovern campaign was a threat to

national security.

Paul Brians

Pullman, Wash.

[CHILDREN OF IRELAND1
. .

-
:
.

Editors/We had hoped that in our article on
"Belfast's Children of Violence,"

{Ramparts, October 1973) you would meni-

tion that the origin of the paintings lay in

our film about the conflict, "A Place Called

Ardoyne." As it is one of the few radical

films on Northern Ireland available in this

country, we felt Ramparts readers would be
interested to know of its existence. Relating

life and poor conditions in the Catholic

community of Ardoyne to the larger role of

Britain's colonial past, the film is now avail-

able from Impact Films, New York/San
Francisco.

David & Philip Thompson
Santa Monica, Calif.

[TWO WOMEN]

Editors/Whatever inspired you to publish

'Two Women" [Ramparts, October '73 j?

What a tasteless, content-less, pathetic piece

of trash. You seem to have political stan-

dards, but where are your literary

standards? If we wanted to read that sort of

embarrassing, sensational, C-grade

we'd subscribe to True Confessions,

Jean Schiffman

Berkeley, Calif.

[A GOOD ISSUE]

Editors/Your October issue was "a sigh,

,

sore eyes." after all that Jimmy the G Ic

'"'

New Mysticism, etc. crap, I thought
,

too, were going the commercial
pat

L°"

FM-radio, Rolling Stone, et. al.
u

Please don't feel the need to
fij] .,

empty space of LOOK-LIFE. I don

;

them. I would definitely miss Ramparts
Bob Quartell

Chicago, 111.

[WHAT IS TO BE DONE]

Editors/Watergate could not have been e>

a historical possibility without the s

Left. If any here amongst us can remenu,a
back that far, it was around the time oi Q
cago that the theory evolved that we ^
end the war by bringing the war back homi

i.e. making the social consequences ol un

war so appalling and disturbing thai
;.i.,

ruling elites would decide that saving

social fabric of America was more imporui

than all the economic and military potenu,

of Vietnam. Of course we prolonged
u>,

war. Can there be any doubt that without

peace movement to, in effect, make ceiiar

military means unacceptable to the Amcr.

can public and thus to circumscribe the mil

tary options open to Johnson and Nuor,

and their advisers, the war would have low'

been over?

The anti-war movement wasn't a mistiU

or a failure, and history will surely ptoit

that we achieved a great deal. But for man,

reasons, in the aftermath it seems we're in

capable of understanding what we did ..

complish. Perhaps it's due to our own ltd

of understanding of history, particularly

America. Look at it this way. ... we wot

expecting, or hoping, to actually produce i

revolution within a short matter of yeais I;

Europe this is feasible; in Latin America

with CIA help, it is easy. But in America the

political spectrum has been truncated.

American history, there have only been lero

porary bursts and occasional sputters of lei!

wing activity.

The anti-war movement started wru!

seems now to be the beginning of a histon

cal Left in America, something that, a ruif

dred years from now could totalh i

configure American politics. The hon

stories of Watergate and Vietnam I-

created a tremendous distrust tor otli^
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Timothy Leary

"The Day I Was Busted by G.Gordon Liddy

The compulsion to spy on others

is derived, so it is said, from the

sexual curiosity of the pre-

^bescent child who burns to know
*hat grown-ups do behind bedroom

Reaching maturity, the sexually

lent person expresses erotic en-
;r?V in love-making. The voyeurism of
"'Idhood remains as a delicious form

! foreplay. For those who do not
e sexually, whose erotic expres-

ire inhibited, voyeurism, the sur-

>us spying on others, can
eC(jme a highly sexual obsession. As
" i;!

> most other guilt-ridden "sexual
(Mates," the voyeur is invariably a

F'litical conservative -shocked, moral-
lle

. and censorious about behaviors
"c h he compulsively and secretly

leelcs to discover. We think of the

^oihy Leary has written hundreds of
^

,c'« and seven books, most recently

^
turologique (Level Press).. He is presently

/j'"1* o six month to 15 year sentence at

.

fom Prison for possession of two mart-
*"><> roaches and his 1970 prison escape.

priest in the confessional or of vice

squads or of J. Edgar Hoover, forbid-

ding extramarital expressions to his

agents at the pain of discharge, and

who, himself unmarried, presumptive

virgin, voyeur extraordinaire, guarded

files containing reports, tapes, and

photos of the sexual pecadillos of

American politicians.

We define the 1960s as a time of

erotic explosion. But the freedom of

sexual expression was not shared by
all. While paTt of the population was

making love, another part was reading

spy novels about enemies doing bad

things that must be investigated and

stopped. The cold war petered out

when it became obvious that the Com-
mie leaders were basically hard-

working, no-nonsense law and order

folk and that the "bad" things were

being done right here in America by
grass-smoking, long-haired people who
were growing in numbers and in-

fluence. This conflict is what sent

G. Gorden Liddy in search of me.

(LIDDVS FIRST SPY CAPER1

It
was Saturday night-the 64-room
mansion at Millbrook, New York,

filled with staff members of the

Castalia Foundation and weekend
guests. Dinner in the oak-paneled din-

ing room, low tables and cushions. The

big stereo speakers trembled with

Dylan, Beatles, Ali Akbar. Later,

around the huge fireplace, David made
guitar. Musicians came to Millbrook to

learn that sound was energy to play

with. Strange new vibrations filled the

air. Painters, discovering that light was

energy to free from canvas, splashed,

rippled, exploded color across the

walls of Millbrook, chromatic patterns

bubbling, rainbow crystals blossoming,

multi-hued cellular blobs undulating.

Beautiful women moved with yogic

grace and most of the men wore long-

ishhalr. The year was 1965.

Outside the house, crouched behind

dark bushes', binoculars glued to his

eyes, G. Gordon Liddy peered through

i

r

I-

i

i
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the windows at the activities within

the mansion. He, the first "square"

American to witness a "psychedelic"

light show, was whispering instructions

into the walkie-talkie pressed tenderly

against his cheek. Twenty uniformed,

booted, armed sheriffs in cowboy hats

staked out around the mansion, a real-

life TV posse led by two assistant DA's,

Alphonse Rosenblatt and G. Gordon
Liddy . It was decided to wait until the

revelers within the castle retired to

their bedrooms. Liddy was used to

waiting. Castalia had been under sur-

veillance for weeks. G. Gordon Liddy

and commando staff hidden behind

trees spying into "living rooms and bed-

rooms and bathrooms, noting who
slept where, and then, back in the

courthouse, endless conferences with

maps, floor plans, schedules. It was an

exciting caper.

At midnight the raiders burst into

the mansion, pushing open unlocked

doors. Liddy, leading four troopers,

bounded upstairs to the third floor
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and smashed open the door to the

maSter bedroom. She was reclining on
pillows in the mirror bed. I was sitting

on the edge of the bed talking to my
son Jack and his friend. I stood up and
looked into } the wild eyes of G.
Gordon Liddy.

We were ordered, illegally, "Don't

move," while nervous deputies

searched the room, confiscating her in-

nocent geranium plants and boxes of

my papers. I was given permission to

call a lawyer, but mysteriously, the

phone was "out of order." Rosenblatt

and Liddy took me aside to a small,

unused bedroom and played out the

Mutt-Jeff, good-guy-bad-guy interroga-

tion. Policemen are usually fascinated

by me and love to initiate deep conver-

sations. In their hearts they cherish

envy and a secret hope that I am right.

As I have done a thousand times, I

patiently outlined the scientific, philo-

sophic, historical, political and legal di-

mensions of what we were doing.

Rosenblatt argued gently. Liddy

snarled about narcotics, addiction,
th, j

murder-weed, moral corruption, ^ j

running us out of the county. That's

tape I'd like to have played back.

The "big raid on Miilbrook" was,
01

-

course, a bungled bust, the search \va

rant illegal, no evidence found,
tfo

case thrown out of court. But Liddy

undaunted, raced around the county

talking breathlessly to wide-eyed R J
rians about his crusade against wicked,

ness. He used the first-initial middle

Edgar Hoover. G. Gordon Liddy.

(HELICOPTERS AND TEPEES]
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drama which was to last
so

long and involve such a global

cast of characters had just begun. The

surveillance siege of Castalia con-

tinued. Roadblocks. Automatic stop.

and-search of every long-haired cai.

Strange looking men were coming

around to repair the phone once j

week. I felt secure. We allowed no

drugs in the house. There must be j

hundred stashes still buried in tht

woods for future archeoiogists to un-

cover. Minor possession beefs were

nothing to worry about. No one went

to jail for a handful of grass

It was comforting to know that the

townspeople of Miilbrook were witl

us. By this time the locals knew u

well. We were the best customers of

every store in town. The 30 people at wandered tl

Castalia spent one hundred thousand ivide porti

dollars a year in a tiny town with i from the

two-block shopping district. Out Herman-on-1

people were young, good-looking
rrom Palo

happy, open. The conservative village iom Bethe.

naturally adopted and protected u
:rom "high

against the ambitious, tricky politi -aing, Aller
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r nj esta(t had crumbled in disuse.

u vegetation covered the lawns and

Ljens. rhe nobility drained away.

Americans lacked the energy to

in estates with acres of lawns

imigudens.

fhen we swept in with young

[won wealth and Harvard charisma.

mis were lush and green again,

-at castle gleamed with light,

people rich with confidence

vision drove through the huge

is gates, a new aristocracy. The

I Millbrook stirred again with

rndeur, however funky and contro-

jl. World attention focused on the

l.jstlc grounds. Once again villagers

nuhed and listened and gossiped

[tout the goings-on at the Big House.

|
toi once again the Grand Old Party

|

politicians from Poughkeepsie stirred

l«uii know-nothing, Cromwellian puri-

tan anger at anything "foreign,"

[fimorous, frivolous, elegant. One of

trmany curious aspects of American

[culture is the absence of an "upper"

:hu. a "high" society , a hedonistic aris-

^xucy. America since its inception

* been a heavy, feet-on-the-ground

Vayne society. The triumph of

l*diocracy and practicality. America

[

'** just reached that stage of growth
M military, political, and economic

l^irityjnakes possible the emergence
'n erotic Psi-Phy philosophic elite.

\t the Millbrook summer pageants

'"undred consciously garbed initiates

•-"dered through the grounds, under

porticos. Ambassadors came
the cultural duchies, from

^an-on-Hudson, from RAND,
71 Palo Alto, from Hyannisport,
"^ Bethesda, from Beverly Hills.

*) "high" society came Ronnie
ln

g, Allen Ginsberg, Alan Watts,
^n Kesey, swamis, gurus, stars of

"V magnitude, while great musicians
J across terraces filling the warm

** *ith sound, light machines poured

.

° r patterns on the outside walls,

Stains played and, in the bushes,

rdham morals outraged, his
le t mind seething with civil service

^'tions, G. Gordon Liddy watched.
he roadblocks and surveillance

ied, so we closed the castle and

amps in the forests. The teepee

most sensual living arrangement

lesigned by mankind; soft, fur-
;d nosecone of pleasure pointed at
:

stars. Twice a week we would hear

the ominous flap-tlap-llap of the whirl-

ing paddles and watch the sheriffs

helicopter circling above and men with

cameras and binoculars pointed at Ar-

cadian bliss. Liddy used to tell lurid

stories of seeing naked women (!)

emerging from teepees. This is what

police work is all about! We treasured

those moments of surveillance, fccUng

a strong bond of affiliation with all

wild, free creatures on this planet gaz-

ing up in surprise at armed agents, Sci-

Fi spies in government motor ships.

(WOODSTOCK AND WATERGATE)

The night of his election Nixon

was interviewed in the locker

room and, in flush of super-bowl

victory, revealed the philosophy which

was to guide his Administration: Keep

fighting. The influence of Vince

Lombardi (win at any cost) on the

American right-wing cannot be over-

estimated. It is no accident that Lom-

bardi died in Washington.

Nixon was later to blame Watergate

on the counter-culture, claiming that

his special police force was necessary

to deal with anarchy and disorder in

the late '60s.

Very few Americans, even in these

post-Watergate days, understand how
Nixon set up his very own Special

Service elite police, whose mission was

to harass, intimidate, arrest and im-

prison dissenters. Under the guise of

"drug control" this Orwellian coup

was accomplished with the approval of

middle-aged liberals. It was so simple.

•The narc budget jumped from 22 mil-

lion to 140 million. Narcs are "mood-
police," "thought-police" pursuing the

victimless crime of cultural dissent.

Constitutional rights were suspended

and martial law (no-knock, stop-and-

frisk, curfew, etc.) was imposed selec-

tively on one easily identifiable seg-

ment of the population.

Fear descended upon this land. The
spokesmen for the counter-culture

were arrested, harassed, silenced. The
press cooperated completely. Slanting

reporters, columnists, and editorial

writers endorsed the dope-pogrom and

piously denounced the counter-

culture. Most everyone born before

1930 hated the '60s, felt alienated, left

behind.

We were told to blame ourselves for

being too innocent, optimistic, for fail-

ing to recognize the reality of evu\ The

Manson-Nixon paradox, lampoon edi-

tors get rich entertaining New Yorker

audiences with the bizarre notion that

Woodstock was a lemming-assemblage

of death-cultists.

Everyone with a media hook, a

money itch, an ambition habit can

make it by playing on the medioc-

racy's fear of the free unknown.

G. Gordon Liddy, on the basis of his

Millbrook dramatics, rides It to the

White House as super-narc. Any ex-

Marine with a sadism kink too con-

spiratorial for the FBI or state police

volunteers for the new gestapo. Ameri-

can narcs make expense-paid tours

around the world teaching foreign

police how to detect the new enemy.

And at home neo-Stoicism becomes

the philosophic cop-out. Cynical re-

treat from hopeful Utopianism. Swami

turn-off passivity. Think little. "Lay

low" replaces "stay high."

I'm walking on the prison yard with

Wayne, who asks me about the lesson

of Watergate. I tell him that we are

going to replace representative govern-

ment by proxy and substitute elec-

tronic voting. Every citizen registers

his or her signal. Wayne's a realist. He
shakes his head. Of course, it's the

only solution, but it's too far out. It

will scare people. I tell him that it's

not so new. The stock market works

exactly on that principle. Continual

votes of confidence, ongoing registry

of opinion. Tell people they all own an

equal share in the government. Wayne
shakes his head. Keep thinking.

(People would be surprised at the level

of prison conversations. All I ever hear

ate discussions about the great politi-

cal and philosophic questions.)

Platitude tells us that Nixon will

never recover from Watergate. Neither

will the country. Competitive politics

is dying. Vince Lombardi is a crewcut

dinosaur. The secret is out. Tap our

wire any time you want, Liddy. We're

broadcasting for you, too. We've got

continuous power output, direct

coupling, audible spectrum, low noise

transmission, high circuit reliability,

superb capture rate, excellent selec-

tivity. If we had known you were hid-

ing in the paleolithic bushes we would

have invited you to tune in. It's the

new Hi-Fi, Psi-Phy, polychromatic,

multi-channel planetary network and

we're all linked up love.
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THE EFFECTS OF CONSCIOUSNESS-EXPANDING DRUGS
ON PRISONER REHABILITATION

Timothy Leary

The first of two articles describing the Harvard-Concord Prison Project, in which the author's own version
is flanked by official reports and newspaper accounts of the same story.

During the Fall and the Winter of 1960,

h of my time and energy was going into

the study oi the effects of the psychedelic
muslirooms. I was al i r r \ inii. on an
active program oJ lecturing, teaching, and
field work in Clinical Psychology in the

Harvard Graduate School, i had been brought
lo Harvard in 1U59 in order to introduce
i xistential-transactional methods for be-
havior change. Alter 15 years practicing

psychotherapy and about 10 years of doing
irch on psychotherapy, I had come to

the conclusion that there was very little

that one person called a doctor could do for

another person called a patient by talking

to him across a desk, or listening to him
as he lay on a couch.

I developed a lot of theories and a lot

of methods on how behavior change could be

brought about in ways more effective than the

standard clinical interview method. There
are two main points to the theories I devel-

I: first, (transactional) I was convinced

thai the doctor had to throw away his role

and status as a doctor, had to join the other

person actively and collaboratively in figuring

out the solution to his problem. As much
as possible, the doctor had to turn over the

responsibility to the man who knew most
about the problem at hand, namely, the

patient. I developed many techniques for

getting patients to help each other.

The second point in my theory (existential)

was that the doctor has to leave the safety

of his consulting room and get out there in

the field where the so-called patient is

having his unique problems and where he is

going to solve his problems. I saw the role

These articles by Dr. Timothy Leary are part of his book
Reprinted by permission.

Second Annual Report:

Psilocybin Rehabilitation Project

*AII the professional work on this

projeel was volunteer. The expenses

for clerical assistance and salaries

for ex-inmate workers were covered
by generous donations from the Uris

Brothers Foundation, New York, Ei-

leen Garrett, President.

Applications to three offices of the

U.S. Public Health Service requesting

support for continuing this project

were refused.

Exactly two years ago the Harvard
psilocybin project initiated a research
program at Massachusetts Correction-

al Institution, Concord, designed to

test the effects of consciousness

-

expanding drugs on prisoner rehabili-

tation.

The project was designed as a pilot

study—necessarily exploratory- since

little was known aboui the long range

application of the substances.

The key issue was ihc use oi a con-

sciousness-expanding drug: bin cqualh

important was I be philosophy under-

lying the research, which empbasi \\\:

'High Pricit," published 1968, New American Library.
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of the doctor as that of a coach in a game
in which the patient was the star player.

The coach can help, can point out mistakes,

can share his wisdom, but in the last anal-

ysis, the guy who does the job is the guy

out there in the field, the so-called patient.

1 was enthusiastic about these theories

because they worked, and because there

is no joy in teaching that can equal that

thrill which comes when you watch someone
who's been hung up, and blocked, and con-

fused, and making a mess of things suddenly

learn how. All this had started happening
before I got involved in the drug research,

and I had already become a controversial

figure around the Boston area, because
everything that I was saying made a tre-

mendous amount of sense to patients, but

the doctors, the psychiatrists, the social

workers, the psychologists, were not so

quick to accept these theories. You see, I

was asking them to give up the status and
the omniscient position which they felt their

training entitled them to. I asked them to

turn over the authority and the star role

in the game to the patient.

I was taking one day off a week to drive
down to New Bedford, Massachusetts with
two or three graduate students where we were
working in an orphanage teaching social

workers and nuns to set up groups in which
older kids would help younger kids, and in

which children at every age level were
encouraged to take more responsibility for

running the school and planning their lives.

We set up another project in a slum housing
district in a Boston suburb. Here were
hundreds of people who were bogged down
socially and psychologically. They couldn't

afford psychiatric help and there was none
available for them. With another group of

graduate students, I used to go down there
one night a week with tape recorders and
blackboards. We set up headquarters in one
of the slum apartments and started teaching
groups of the neighbors how they could help
each other and become psychiatrists for

each other and develop some facility for

solving their own problems.

All this, of course, was very declasse
at Harvard. Universities are supposed to be

Democratic Collaboration:

Inmates were given responsibility tor

planning and evaluating the work. ! In:

was seen as preparation for assumin;

roles as responsible citizen;-; in

democratic society.

Sharing of Information:

The inmates were given all inform;

tion relevant to their treatment 1 liii

was seen as a necessary step in ii

creasing trust and self-respecr.

Spiritual Insight:

The transcendental experience ;•

vided by the drugs propels the subject

beyond space, time, ego, culture • •

The implications of this visiona -
.

-.

perience were utilized in the progrt n

Interpersonal Trust and Closer •-.••

Evidence shows that when subjec s

share an ego -shattering experie-.i...

together they develop strong po-; -

emotional bonds.

Self-help and Mutual Help:

The most successful rehabilitatr - ~,

thods (A. A., Synanon, Group Dyn=:~ .

"T" Groups, etc.) seem to those v.

turn over responsibility to the sur :

themselves and which stimulate :":

to help each other. The drug e v ~.

ence facilitates this tendency.

Emotional and Practical Suppori
The model used was not doctor -p
or expert -client but that of h;

beings who believe in each othe

want to help each other.

The project developed the mode
friends who are available to help _:

members stay out of trouble and n-..

.

tain a responsible role in society.

'&
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IMI EFFECTS <>l CONSCIOUSNESS FXI'AMUING DRUGS ON PRISONS RtHABIlMA

research insl itut< i md it you gel too in

volved in service functions or helping people,

you're considered a bleeding heart. I was
able to justify the work in the orphanage,
the work with alcoholics, the work in the

slum projects, by using the phrase method-
ology. We weren'1 really trying to help

these people. No sir. not us. We were trying

to develop now techniques and scientific

methods lor changing psychotherapeutic

theory. 01 course, if people enjoyed it and

got help, that was an interesting by-product
which supported the method and the theory.

It was all experimental, you see. It became
a tradition in the center where I worked
that any time they gol a call from a do -good

ial service agency r ting Harvard's
help in curing any sort of social disease,

tin request was likely to get bucked tome
because they knew that this was my vice

and my eccentricity.

One day I got a note in my box saying

that two men from the Department of Legal

Medicine were interested in enlisting Har-
vard's help in the psychological rehabilita-

tion of prisoners. Now prison work is

considered to be the least interesting, lowest

status work you can do in the field of

psychology, psychiatry, and sociology. The
problems are hopeless. Criminals never
change. The atmosphere is dreary and the

academic rewards are slim. But when I

found this little piece of paper in my box
requesting an appointment from two officials

from the Department of Legal Medicine,
I let out a big grin and chuckled all the way
to my office because this was just the chance
I was looking for.

By this time, we had given the psychedelic
mushrooms to about 100 people in a wide
variety of circumstances and we had learned
a lot about the process. In spite of the

bungling, and the confusion, and our ig-

norance, we still hadn't caused any damage
to anyone and there were a lot of mistakes
that we'd never make again. By this time,
we had learned a few things about how to

run the sessions. About 90 percent of the

people who were takingthe magic mushrooms
were reporting the most ecstatic and educa-
tional experience of their lives. The prob-
lem was, there was no way to get any
measurement as to how much good we were

In our ret icai ch w< • helped inmates
gel jobs, purchase union cards, made
small loans and ipenl hours in friendly

adv isinp interaci i< in.

Procedures

Since its initiation, the project has

operated under the medical and psy-

chiatric supervision of Dr. W.Madison
Presnell.

Inmates received on the average four

doses of psilocybin. Dosage ran from
20 nig. in early sessions to 70 mg.
Now we employ 30 mg. as a standard,

moderate dose.

Inmates were given personality tests

before and six months after the pro-

gram began. Significant decreases in

hostility, cynicism, social delinquency

and irresponsibility were registered.

There seems to be general agreement
that the effects of the program in -the -

institution were quite dramatic. The
behavior and attitude of the project

members became more mature and

social.

The post -release events, however, in-

volved a different set of factors and

required several revisions in the pro-

gram.

Post-Release Program:
The main conclusion of our two year

pilot study is that institutional pro-

grams, however effective, count for

little after the ex-convict reaches the

street. The social pressures faced are

so overwhelming as to make change

very difficult.

We recognized very early in our work
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doing. There was no way to keep score. the advantages of a post -release pro-

Thai of course, is the main problem in
grain.

the field of psychotherapy. You can develop

a completely effective method of treating

people's psychological problems and there

is no way you can prove it. You can work
with 1,000 people and help every one of

them change their way of thinking and their

way of acting, but there are no statistics

like hits, runs, and errors to tabulate your
score. The problem is that half the people

you help are going to get better jobs, and

half of them are going to quit the jobs they

have. Half of them may increase the intimacy
and closeness and meaning in their mar-
riages, but the other half may leave their

wives. Changing a person's psyche is one

thing, but measuring results in an ob-

servable way is another thing. Because who's
to say which behavior reflects growth and
change.

Here's where the prison came in. The
prison is the ideal place to do a study in

psychotherapy behavior change because when
you try to rehabilitate prisoners you've got

an iron-clad statistic you can work against.

It's called the recidivism rate. When you
are working with people outside, they may
quit their job and join the Peace Corps, or
they may quit their job and join the ministry,

or they may quit the ministry and take up
guitar, and you know about the growth of

this person, but who else will believe it?

But when you work with prisoners and you
think you've helped them change, grow, and
become more effective people, there's an
easy way to tell. Where are they a year after

you've finished with them? Are they back in

jail, or are they making it on the outside.

Prisoner rehabilitation presents the most
effective check for someone who claims he

can bring about change in behavior. In the

prisons of Massachusetts the recidivism

is about 70 percent. Seven out of every ten
men who leave prison, return. If you develop
a new and sure-fire way of changing man's
mind, the prison presents the toughest and
cleanest test of your effectiveness. Can you
keep him out of jail? That's why I wanted
to get into the prison.

Now, the reason why the prison psycho-
logists wanted to get into Harvard is because

Our philosophic and theoretical orien-

tation led us to encourage inmates to

plan and execute their own program.

We fondly hoped for a halfway house

run by ex-inmates along the lines of

the successful Synanon program.

In June 1%1 a non-profit organization,

Freedom Center, was set up to ad-

minister the post -release program.
Our hopes for a convict -run halfway

house did not materialize.

We had too few men in the Boston area
and they were too caught up in the

desperate struggle to survive, to spare
time to help others.

In 1961 as a beginning step towards a

halfway house, we began "Project Con-
tact." The purpose of this project

was to keep in regular contact with all

group members.

By these means we were able to reach
ninety-one percent of ex-inmates living

in Massachusetts.

A newsletter and personal letters also

kept up contact and seemed to b
effective in helping the rehabilitation

spirit stay alive.

But increased contact only strengthened
our convictions than an A. A. tvpc

organization of ex-convicts is neces-
sary.
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everyone In any academic or professional
activity in the Boston area has one way <>l

measuring liis success. Can he gel on the

Harvard payroll? The word Harvard in Ihe

Boston area is a powerful statu yn
thai operates at every level oi >ciel \

.

There are several thousand janitor: around
the Boston area, but ii you are a janitoi at

Harvard, you're a prince among custodians.
The same with a cook, a gardener, and a

psychologist.

\ week later, I found myself host at a

corner table in the Harvard Faculty Club
with two officials from the Massachusetts
Prison System. What they wanted was simple.

They wanted to have Harvard graduate stu-

dents assigned to the prisons as psycholog]
interns with a possible long-range hope of

getting themselves clinical professorships
at Harvard. And what I wanted was to get

Harvard graduate students into the prisons

because that's where I felt that all embryonic
psychologists should be— out in the field,

dealing with real people and real problems.
Hut there was something else I wanted—and
that was the chance to show that we could
rehabilitate criminals by using the sacred
mushrooms. And so the deal was made. I

agreed to get Harvard approval to send
graduate students to internships in the

prison and they agreed that if I could get the

approval of the warden and the prison psy-
chiatrists, I could give psychedelic mush-
rooms to prisoners.

About a week later I drove out to the

prison. I wore my Harvard tweed suit and
my button-down shirt. The warden was im-
pressed and pleased. It wasn't often that
Harvard professors came out to the prison
proposing to do research and training with
Harvard graduate students. But the whole
thing hinged on the approval of the psychia-
trists, because the sacred mushrooms were
DRUGS and to work with DRUGS you had
to have the medical O.K. So, we Walked
down the hallway to the metal cage that let

us into the prison. We opened up the first
steel door and we stood in the anteroom.
Then we rang a bell, a slot opened, and a
guard looked at us and opened up the second
metal door. We walked into the middle of
the guard room, across the prison yard to
the hospital where we rang the bell and

The initial step of finding the small

nucleus ol men who are ready to make
the dedi< n ion n I

has not yet taken.

As a possible solution we hope to be

able to scwd two ex -inmates to spend
a month living at Synanon House, Santa

Monica.

The director of Synanon, Mr. Chuck
Dederich has expressed interest in

this project.

The next step of selecting two ex-

inmates to make the trip is waiting to

be taken.

Upon their return, Freedom Center is

prepared to offer its resources to

support a local self-help residence

program.

Results:

Plans and hopes are one thing but the

actual score card of accomplishments

provides the crucial evidence. What are

the available results?

Psilocybin is safe:

Thirty-five inmates and ten Harvard

staff members have had group Psilo-

cybin experiences at Concord.

There were 131 inmate ingestions and
37 staff ingestions, a total of 168

experiences. There were no episodes
of violence, lasting disturbances or
negative after-effects.

Physically and psychologically the

is clear cut evidence that in a sup-
portive environment the drug effect

is safe and positive.
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got peered at through the slot, heard th<'

metal hinges creak, and walked into the
prison hospital. We walked down the corridor
to the psychiatrist's office and knocked on
the door.

After a minute, out walked one of the

most entertaining and interesting men in

American psychiatry. The first thing that

struck me about the prison psychiatrist was
that he was the best-dressed man I had ever
seen. He was short, graceful, like a ballet

dancer. The first negro psychiatrist I had
ever met. I spent an hour talking with Dr.
Madison Presnell. He was no intellectual;

he mispronounced some of the polysyllabic
works, but he had a light in his eye and a
wise, cool way of looking at you which told

you he was a man who had seen a lot, and
suffered a lot, and was still looking for the
funniest and wisest part of everyone he
came in contact with.

In sizing up Dr. Presnell, I could say to

myself a word which I had heard used quite
often in recent months. He was "hip." It

was obvious too, that he had had some
experience with psychedelic drugs. Which
ones he didn't make clear. He could have
had LSD in medical school, or mescaline
in psychiatric research, or maybe pot in the
Village, but he knew what I was talking about.

A few days later Dr. Presnell came over
to Harvard to meet some of my bosses, and
the following Sunday, he brought his beauti-
ful and intelligent wife and his two lovely
children over to my house for cocktails.
It was on a Sunday afternoon. We had a
straightforward and honest discussion. He
sat down on a chair in my study, thought for
a minute and said, The plan you propose to

get the psychedelic drug to prisoners is

the best idea I've ever heard for dealing
with an impossible problem. If you're smart
enough and dedicated enough to know how to

do it, this could be the best plan for the
treatment of prisoners I've heard proposed.
There's one chance in a hundred you can
pull it off, but if you do, you will have ac-
complished more for American society and
for prisoners rehabilitation than has been
done in the last four thousand years since
the code of Hammurabi. But, it's risky
business. You're bound to run into trouble.

Those interested in using psilocybin

for research or therapy purposes can
proceed with confidence if their pro-
gram is open, supportive, collabora-

tive.

Psilocybin produces temporary states

of spiritual conversion, interpersonal

closeness and psychological insight.

Forty-five percent of the entire in-

mate group clearly underwent a mysti-

cal, transcendent, death -rebirth

experience.

This figure should be modified, how-
ever. The results for running sessions
improved so that 100% of our recent
groups were undergoing transcendent
experiences.

The life changing therapeutic effects

of the psilocybin experience do not

last for more than 72 hours unless the

subject is in a situation which en-
courages him to maintain his emotional
and spiritual insights.

Therefore, psilocybin must be used
in on-going programs of therapy or
self-help. When employed in such pro-
grams psilocybin is a dramatically
useful, educational and rehabilitative

instrument.

If the subject shares time and space
subsequently with those who have had
the experience his chances of main-
taining the insights are increased.
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\ ;i matter of fact, the more successful
you are, the more trouble you're going to

stir up. Because one thing I've learned as

a prison psyrhi.it risl is that SOcietj doesn't

want the prisoner rehabilitated and as soon
as you start changing prisoners so thai

they've discovered beauty and widsom, God,

you're going to stir up the biggesi mess that

Boston has soon sinoo tho Boston Tea Party.

I'll give you medical coverage and I'll ho

glad to serve as psychiatric consultant and

I'll bark yon up all the way with the warden
.

with the guards, with the mental health

department, lint sooner or Later as soon as

they see the thing you do working, they're

going to come down on you—the newspaper
reporters, the bureaucrats, and theofficials.

Harvard gives drugs to prisoners! And you're

going to have to do the impossible—you're
going to have to cure prisoners with your
left hand, and that's something that's never
been done before and you're going to have
to hold off the entire bureaucracy of the

state of Massachusetts with your right hand
and that's never been done before, not even
by Kennedy. So, I'll back you all the way,
until you make a mistake, and when you
make that mistake, and they all start coming
down at you, exactly at that point, I'm going
to walk out because I'm not you. I'm not

the new Freud and I have no ambitions to

play that game. I'm a Negro from the South
with a degree from a second-class medical
school, with a wife and two kids whom I'm
trying to support and educate in an insane
society, and I'll help you all the way to win,

but I'm not going to lose with you.

And so it was settled. Dr. Presnell would
line up volunteers in the prisoner popula-

tion for the sacred mushroom project and

I would go back to Harvard and get graduate

students who would volunteer their time and

energy and their nervous systems to take

drugs with maximum security prisoners

at the penitentiary.

I Ik- actual score board i:- difficult to

interpret. The aims of this projeci

•re: I ) to help 1 1 top m< n on the

eel and 2) to help rhem in construe

live < mtaci with • iach other.

Resuli I Percentages:

January 15, 1963

Percentage of men released who are

now on streel 73

Percentage of men now back for tech-

nical parole violation I
(
)

Percentage of men now back for new
crimes 8

If ex-convicts who have had a psilo-

cybin experience in a supportive en-

vironment meet regularly after release

(these statistics suggest once a month)
the chances of their remaining on the

street will be dramatically improved.

The Harvard staff members— Dr. Ralph
Metzner, Cunther Weil, Dr. Ralph

Schwitzgebel, Johnathan Clark, David
Kolb, Michael Hollingshead, Kathy
Harris, Dr. Timothy Leary—who con-
tributed several thousands of hours
each to this work cared deeply and
suffered keen disappointments as they
witnessed the failures.

A few days later, I was in my office when
a knock came on the door, and I was visited

by a graduate student named Ralph Metzner.

Metzner had a reputation for being one of

the smartest students in the department. He
was a graduate of Oxford, an experimentalist,

a precise, objective, and apparently very
academic young man. He said he had heard

But the results summarized in this

report offer some consolation that the

time shared in psilocybin experiences,
and the meetings in and out of Concord
were educational and somewhat ef-

fective.
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about the prison project and he wanted to

work with me on it. My first reactions were
that Metzner was too academic, too dainty-

British, too bookish, too ivory tower, to walk

into a prison and roll up his sleeves, and

take drugs (hat would put him out of his

mind, with rough and tumble prisoners.

Metzner said he wanted to learn how. Then
1 said, Before you can give drugs and take

drugs with anyone rise, you have to have

some experiences yourself. Art' you ready
to take mushrooms? lie was ready. As a

matter of fact, that's exactly what lie wanted
to do, to have a session.

And so it happened that on March 12, 1961,

at my home in Newton, Massachusetts, I ran
a session for Dr. Presnell and his beautiful

wife, for Ralph Metzner and his girl friend,

another graduate student, and GuntherWeil
(

and his wife, Karen. This was the 52nd time
I had taken psilocybin with other people. The
notes on the session say, This training ses-
sion was designed to introduce several new
subjects to the sacred mushroom experience
under supportive circumstances.

The session took place in my study. Since
this was an exploratory training session, I

told the participants that they should relax,

have a good time, be entertained, and learn

what they could. Dr. Presnell was the domi-
nating factor in this session. His joking and
warm attitude created a benign atmosphere.
Each new subject had his spouse or a trusted

friend present. After a long period of happy
relaxed giggling, the joking became more
and more philosophic. Members of the group
would leave the room periodically to be by

themselves or to talk in pairs, but my study

operated as the center for the session. There
were no discordant notes, no anxiety, de-

pression, or friction. We were finally getting

to the point where we knew how to set up a

pleasant session. Each member of this six-

person group reported a deep ecstatic, edu-
cational experience.

A few days after this session, Ralph Metz-
ner, Gunther Weil, and I drove out to the

concrete prison and met with the six volun-
teers who had been selected by Dr. Presnell.
Sitting around a table in a dreary hospital

room, with grey walls, black asphalt floor,

bars in the windows, we told six sceptical

Summary

Thirty-one inmates of MCI Concord
participated in a rehabilitation program
combining:

Psilocybin administered in a sup-

portive setting, and volunteer con-

tact of inmates after release.

The evidence after two years of opera-
tion suggests that the drug is safe,

that the experience temporarily pro-

vides personal and spiritual insight,

and has some effect in keeping inmates
out of prison.

A listing of the major mistakes and
improvements in method will be found
in two publications, one in press and
one in preparation.

Convicts gains cited by study.

Insight drugs called boon,

IFIF is the Internal Federation for

Internal Freedom, a non-profit organ-
ization involving the use of conscious-
ness-expanding drugs.

The supply of the drughas, temporarily
at least, been cut off because the

medical supervision required by
Federal regulation in the administra-
tion of drugs for research has been
withdrawn.
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.

and suspicions men about an experience thai

could change t liei r liv<

The firs! psychedelic session in the prison
was well planned. The lirst tiling we did

was to lell the prisoners as much as we
could aboul the psychedelic experience. We
brought in books for thrm to road, reports

by other subjects, articles thai described

both the terrors, as well as the ecsta b

of the experience. We spent most ol the

time describing our own experiences and

answering groping questions. We made il

very clear to the prisoners thai this was
nothing we were doing to them. There was

no doctor-patient game going lure. We would
take the drugs with them. We were doing

nothing- to them that we wouldn't willingly,

happily have done to us.

We also made a research contract with

the prisoners. We said something like this,

"We want to find out how and how much
you change during this experience. For this

reason, we want you to take a battery of

psychological tests before you eat the mush-
rooms. Then, after three or four sessions

with the sacred mushrooms, we'll give you
the tests again. The aim here is to find out

how you change, like you weigh yourself on

a scale before and after you go on a diet.

But, after you've taken the tests before and
after the sessions, we'll give you the re-
sults. We'll go over the tests with you and
explain how you were before and how you
changed. Nothing in this project is going to

be a secret. We've told you everything we
know about the drugs before you take them
and we'll tell you everything we know about

you after you finish your sessions."
That sounded like a good deal to them and
the following week, each prisoner was ad-
ministered a . long and complicated battery
of psychological tests.

And so it happened that on March 27, 1961,
in the large ward room in the prison in-

firmary in Concord, Massachusetts, five

prisoners and three Harvard psychologists
met for a trip. In the morning I would
turn-on with three convicts and the two
other prisoners and the two graduate stu-
dents would act as observers. Then in the

afternoon, Gunther Weil and Ralph Metzner
from Harvard and the two observing prison-

Backing wil hers.

Bui troubles or no, IFIF and the

zealous psychologists d< Heated to the

proposition that widespread use of

drugs such as psilocybin will pretty

much cure the intellectual Ills of man-
kind a re news.

And the group has been asked to

vacate the medical building in Charles

River Park for lack of medical af-

filiation.

In addition, the supportive backing at

the academic level, principally at Har-
vard, has been withering.

The latest concerns a study made on
the religious impact the drug ingestion

made on some 33 convicts at the Con-
cord Reformatory in which eight Har-
vard psychologists worked on the pilot

program.

Dr. Timothy Leary, one of the co-

founders of IFIF, wrote the report on
the pilot program which began in mid-
March of 1961 and continued for almost
two years.

Beginning with six convicts a senior

investigator and two graduate students,

the study came to include 33 convicts

and eight psychologists. All partici-

pated in the drug ingestion.

In Dr. Leary' s opinion, the experiment
was an unqualified success. Ingestion
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ers were to take the drug and the rest of us

were 1o act as guides.

We brought a record player, tape recorder,

and sonic books of classical art with us.

Otherwise the room was bleak in decor with

four couches, a large table, and a few chairs.

At 9:35 in the morning the bowl of pills

was placed in the center of the table. I was
the first one to turn-on in the prison pro-

ject. I reached over, took fourteen milli-

grams of psilocybin. Then I handed the bowl

to the prisoner next to me and he took

twenty milligrams and passed it on to the

guy next to him who took twenty' and the

next man. Then we pushed the pills into the

middle of the table and sat back to see what

would happen.

I'll never forget that morning. After about

half an hour, I could feel the effect coming
up, the loosening of symbolic reality, the

feeling of humming pressure and space

voyage inside my head, the sharp, brilliant,

brutal intensification of all the senses. Every
cell and every sense organ was humming
with charged electricity. I felt terrible.

What a place to be on a gray morning! In

a dingy room, in a grim penitentiary, out of

my mind. I looked over at the man next to

me, a Polish embezzler from Worcester,
Massachusetts. I could see him so clearly.

I could see every pore in his face, every
blemish, the hairs in his nose, the incred-

ible green-yellow enamel of the decay in

his teeth, the wet glistening of his frightened

eyes. I could see every hair in his head, as

though each was as big as an oak tree. What
a confrontation! What am I doing here, out

of my mind, with this strange mosaic-celled
animal, prisoner, criminal?

I said to him, with a weak grin, How are
you doing, John? He said, I feel fine. Then
he paused for a minute, and asked, How are
you doing, Doc? I was about to say in a

reassuring psychological tone that I felt

fine, but I couldn't, so I said, I feel lousy.

John drew back his purple pink lips, showed
his green-yellow teeth in a sickly grin and
said, What's the matter, Doc? "Why you feel

lousy? I looked with my two microscopic
retina lenses into his eyes. I could see every
line, yellow spider webs, red network of

veins gleaming out at me. I said, John, I'm

of the drugs produced "sudden insight

that one has been living in a narrow
space-time-self context."

"It's all a game, Doc, cops and robbers
— we're such tough guys," he quotes

one convict as saying. "We take it all

so seriously as though that's all there

is to life."

He reports also of frequent mystical

insight among the convicts, particular-

ly the death -rebirth experience.

"I felt helpless and wanted to murder
you guys who did it to me; then I

realized it was my own mind doing it;

it's always been my own mind
imagining troubles and enemies," he
quotes one convict.

Return rate drops.

Over half the hardbitten convicts dis-

played a sudden swing towards in-

creased religious understanding and

need, according to the study report.

More important, perhaps, in the long

run is the fact that the recidivism
rate among the convicts who have been
discharged dropped sharply.

"Seventy-five percent are holding their

own against stiff winds and treacherous
currents," Dr. Leary says.

The expected return rate of ex-con-
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ii ml ol you. His eye •<>! bijjjgcr, then la-

in to laugh. I could look Inside his mouth,

swollen rod tissues, gums, tongue, thr it.

I was prepared to he swallowed. Then !

heard him say, Well that's funny Doe, 'cause

I'm ifraid ol you. We were both smiling ;il

tins point, leaning forward. Doc, he sail

why are you afraid oJ me? I said. I'm afraid

oi you, -John, because you're a criminal. Il<

nodded. I said, -John, why are you afraid ol

mo? Ho said, I'm afraid of you Doc because

you're a mad scientist. Then our retinas

locked and 1 slid down into the tunnel oi his

eyes, and I could feel him walking around

in my skull and wo both began to laugh.

And there it was, that dark moment of f< ar

and distrust, which could have changed in a

second to become hatred, terror. We'd made
the love connection. The flicker in the dark.

Suddenly, the sun came out in the room and

I felt great and 1 knew he did too.

We had passed that moment of crisis, but

as the minutes slowly ticked on, the gri ill-

ness of our situation kept coming back in

microscopic clarity. There were the four

of us turned-on, every sense vibrating,

pulsating with messages, two billion years of

cellular wisdom, but what could we do

trapped within the four walls of a gray hospi-

tal room, barred inside a maximum security

prison? Then one of the great lessons in my
psychedelic training took place. One of the

four ol us was a Negro from Texas, jazz

saxophone player, heroin addict. He looked

around with two huge balls of occular white,

shook his head, staggered over to the record
player, put on a record. It was a Sonny
Rollins record which he'd especially asked
us to bring. Then he lay down on the cot and
closed his eyes. The rest of us sat by the

table while metal air from the yellow saxo-
phone, spinning across copper electric wires
bounced off the walls of the room. There
was a long silence. Then we heard Willy
moaning softly, and moving restlessly on the

couch. I turned and looked at him, and said,

Willy, arc you all right? There was appre-
hension in my voice. Everyone in the room
swung their heads anxiously to look and
listen for the answer. Willy lifted his head,
gave a big grin, and said, .Man. am I all

right? I'm in heaven and I can't believe it!

Here I am in heaven man, and I'm stoned
out of my mind, and I'm swinging like I've

v iii r to tin- ( !( mo >rd Reformat! i

wt mi hi be bei wei n >0 ami 70 pei cent

.

Hut even in his i Inimed successamong
the convicts, Dr. I cary runs up against

Doubting Thorn. us in the Reformatory
Supi rini

.

anient I xlwa rd Grennan.

i !« mi ml questioned,

Grennan feels that study was done
without a control and was therefore

unscientific.

"These men received an extremely
high degree of personal attention," he

said. "The psychologists even set up

a kind of criminal AA for the parolled

prisoners in Cambridge. They made
themselves available to them around

the clock."

"I feel that the same rate of recivi-

dism might have been achieved if the

same concentration and attention were
given to any parolee by highly-placed

members in any community-"

Commenting on the religious aspects of

the survey, Prof. Walter Houston Clark
of the Andover -Newton Theological

Seminary had this to say:

"The student of religious behavior who
studies phenomena such as those de-

scribed in the study cannot but be

struck by the similarities to intense

religious groups of an evangelistic

nature."
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ft

never been before and it's all happening-

in

prison, and you ask me man, am I all right.

What a laugh! And then he laughed, and we
all laughed, and suddenly we were all high

and happy and chuckling at what we had done,

bringing music, and love, and beauty, and
serenity, and fun, and the seed of life into

that grim and dreary prison.

The session went on. There were high

points and low points, ecstasies and terrors.

My friend John, the Polish man, got sick and
vomited. We all got pretty thoughtful. Why
are there prisons? Why do some men put

the warm cellular envelopes of their fellow-

men in metal cages? What were we doing

here? Then after a few hours, Ralph and
Gunther and the two other convicts turned-
on. Gunther was silly and acting like a hip-

ster and Ralph fell down on the bed and
experienced visions of Blakean terror. Two
prisoners came and held his hand and guided

him through. Dr. Presnell would check in

every now and then, walk around the room
like a dainty, graceful cat, not saying much,
but taking it all in. And the guards came in

bringing metal trays of food which we all

looked at with disbelief, the way you'd look

at a plate of worms or a pot of sawdust
served up to you on a plate, and someone
said, Man, do they call that food? Since
we Harvard people weren't allowed to eat

prison food at the expense of the state. Dr.
Presnell went out and got milkshakes and
sandwiches which we all shared and never
tasted food so good.

Then at 5:00, there was a bang on the door,

and we opened it and the guards came in

and said, Time is up men. Back to the prison
ward. Ralph, Gunther, and I went with the

five prisoners back to lock-up part of the

hospital and sat there on beds, and smoked,
and laughed, and compared notes on what
we'd seen, and where we'd been. Then it

was time for us to go. We shook hands, said
we'd be back tomorrow, and Ralph and
Gunther and I walked out of the prison, across
the dark yard, rang the bell, and waited until

the iron doors opened to get into the guard
room, and then across the guard room,
through the two metal doors, and down
the metal stairs, past the clanking, steam-
ing, old-fashioned radiators, and then we
were outside. Ralph and Gunther got into

"A:; with them, the experience tends to

be dramatic; individuals are changed
as to iheir lite goals and the experi-

ence lends to be individualized, fen-

while some are greatly helped, there

are others on whom the experience

seems to have very little permanent
effect."

Similarities noted.

"However, it may not be without sig-

nificance that 62 percent of one group,

as indicated in the study, reported

their lives were changed for the better;

for studies have indicated that roughly

the same percentage find help in MR A
and AA."

On the basis of the study report,

Prof. Clark finds the psilocybin ex-

perience to be mystical in nature.

As such, and administered with proper

setting and preparation, he feels it

may release latent religious sensi-

tivities to make possible an experi-

ence closely akin to a truly religious

experience with a profound change in

attitudes and values resulting.

He sees the drugs as useful also in

the reform and rehabilitation of con-

victs (and all others) to more whole-

some life aims, a factor which reli-

gion could not ignore. But he ends

on a note of caution.

"We have been speculating quite freely,

basing our speculations largely on the
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their ear and drove back t<> Cambridge
and I gol in mi\ car .md drove to Newton.

\s l rode along the highway, the tension

anil the drama ol the <lay suddenly snapped

Ofl and I COUld look back and sec \vh;i! we
had done. Nothing, yon see, is secrel in a

prison, and the eighl of us who had assem-
bled to take drugs together in a prison wi

under the gaze ol every convicl in the

prison and every guard, and within hours

the word would have fanned through the

invisible network to every other prison in

the state. Grim Walpole penitentiary. Grey,

sullen-walled Norfolk.

Did you hear? Some Harvard professors

•rave a new drug to some guys al Concord.

They had a ball. It was great. It's a grand

thing. It's something new. Hope. Maybe.

Hope. Perhaps. Something new. We sure

need something new. Hope.

experiences nf n few convicts. Bui

enough has been done to su i

live possibility in the drugs, th<

most constructs eemingly to lii

in the field of ligion and moral

i egenerai i> >n. I he use of the sul

stance, however, is y much in the

experimental stage, and must have

medical and scientific psychological

supervision. Hut its results cannot be

ignored by scholars, theologians or

leaders of organization.

Such, then, is the latest triumph of the

IFIF oriented group. Or are the nay-

savers correct in holding to their

deep doubts?

In the evaluation of the dominant moods of any historical period it is important to

hold fast to the fact that there are always islands of self-sufficient order — on farms and

in castles, in homes, studies and cloisters — where sensible people manage to live rela-

tively lusty and decent lives: as moral as they must be, as free as they may be and as

masterly as they can be. If we only knew it, this elusive arrangement is happiness. But men,

especially in periods of change, are swayed by alternating world moods which seem to be

artificially created by the monopolists and manipulators of an era's opinions, and yet could

not exist without the highly exploitable mood cycles inherent in man's psychological struc-

ture. The two most basic alternating moods are those of carnival and atonement: the first

gives license and leeway to sensual enjoyment, to relief and release at all cost; the second

surrenders to the negative conscience which constricts, depresses, and enjoins man for what

he has left unsolved, uncared for, unatoned. Especially in a seemingly rational and informed

period like our own, it is obvious how blithely such moods overshadow universally available

sets of information, finding support for luxurious thoughtlessness at one time, for panicky

self-criticism at another. Thus we may say that beside and beyond a period's verifiable facts

and official doctrines, the world image "breathes". It tends to expand and contract in its

perspectives, and to gain or lose solidity and coherence.

Erik Erikson


